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Fall Commencement 
University of Northern Iowa 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
f December 21, 1996 
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December 21, 1996 
University of Northern Iowa 
Commencement 
The UNI-Dome 
Robert D. Koob, Ph.D. 
President of the University 
presiding 
Jay Edelnant, Ph.D. 
Professor of Performance Studies 
Commencement Marshal 
11:00 a.m. 
PRELUDE CONCERT ...................................................... University Brass Ensemble 
Dr. Ronald Johnson, Conductor 
PROCESSIONAL ...... ... .... ...... ... ..... .... ....... .. ................. ..... . University Brass Ensemble 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
Candidates for Degrees 
Candidates from Continuing Education and Special Programs 
Candidates from the College of Business Administration 
Candidates from the College of Education 
Candidates from the College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
Candidates from the College of Natural Sciences 
Candidates from the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Candidates from the Graduate College 
The Faculty- Led by Dr. Joel Haack, Ph.D., 
Chair, University Faculty Senate 
The Heads of the Departments 
Members of the Faculty 
The President's Party 
The Commencement Marshal 
The President 
Members of the State Board of Regents 
Platform Guests 
Officers of the University 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM ........................................... University Brass Ensemble 
RECOGNITION AND AWARD OF HONORS .................. Nancy A. Marlin, Ph.D. 
Vice President of Academic Affairs and Provost 
STUDENT ADDRESS .......... ... .................................. ...... ..... ............ . Deborah Lickness 
Candidate for Bachelor's Degree in Applied Physics 
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES 
University Continuing Education and 
Special Programs ..... .. .. ... .... ... ... ...... .... .. .. ............. .... Glenn L. Hansen, Ph.D., Dean 
Bachelor of Arts 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies 
College of Business Administration ...... Geofrey T. Mills, Ph.D., Associate Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
College of Education ..... .... .... ............ .... ...... .......... Thomas J. Switzer, Ph.D., Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
College of Humanities and Fine Arts ..... .. ..... ... ..... James F. Lubker, Ph.D., Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Bachelor of Music and Bachelor of Music - Teaching Program 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
College of Natural Sciences ............................. Gerald W. Intemann, Ph.D., Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts -Teaching Program 
Bachelor of Science 
Bachelor of Technology 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences ... Aaron M. Podolefsky, Ph.D., Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts -Teaching Program 
Bachelor of Science 
Graduate College . ..................... .. ................... .. ..... John W. Somervill, Ph.D., Dean 
Master of Arts 
Master of Arts in Education 
·Master of Business Administration 
Master of Music 
Master of Public Policy 
Master of Science 
Specialist in Education 
Doctor of Education 
Doctor of Industrial Technology 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES* ........ ...... .. ...... .................... ... ....... ...... .. President Koob 
ALUMNI INDUCTION ...... .... ........ .......................................... Michael R. Armbrecht 
President, Alumni Association 
CLOSING SELECTIONS ...... ... ......... ... .... .. ... .... .... .. .......... University Brass Ensemble 
*Reading of the Candidates Names ..... ....... .. ....... ........ ........ ... ..... ... .. ....... ...... Clark Elmer, M.A. 
Director of Enrollment Management and Admissions 
Gretta Berghammer, M.F.A. 
Head, Department of Theater 
The audience is urged to refrain from cheering or applauding graduates as 
they are individually named. Your enthusiasm is understandable but may 
interfere with the rights of others to hear and will delay the program. 
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University Organization 
Undergraduate degrees at the University are offered through five colleges and 
Continuing Education and Special Programs. Graduate degrees are conferred by the 
Graduate College. 
College of Business Administration 
Accounting 
Business Teaching 
Economics 
Community Health 
Education 
Early Childhood 
Education 
Finance 
Management 
Marketing 
College of Education 
Elementary Education 
Health Education 
Leisure Services 
Physical Education 
Management Information 
Systems 
Special Education 
Therapeutic Recreation 
College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
American Studies 
Art 
Asian Studies 
Communication/ Public 
Relations 
Communication/ 
Electronic Media 
Communication & Theatre 
Arts 
Communicative Disorders 
Applied Physics 
Biology 
Biotechnology 
Chemistry 
Chemistry-Marketing 
Computer Science 
Computer Information 
Systems 
Construction Management 
English 
European Studies 
French 
German 
Humanities 
Inter-American Studies 
Music 
Modern Languages-Dual 
Philosophy 
Russian 
College of Natural Sciences 
Earth Science 
Electro-Mechanical 
Systems 
Environmental/ 
Conservation Education 
General Industry and 
Technology 
Geology 
Graphic Communications 
Russian/ Soviet Area 
Studies 
Spanish 
Study of Religion 
Theatre Arts 
Teaching English to 
Speakers of Other 
Languages (TESOL) 
TESOL/ Modern 
Languages 
Manufacturing 
Technology 
Mathematics 
Natural History 
Interpretation 
Physics 
Science 
Technology Education 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
American Studies 
Anthropology 
Asian Studies 
Criminology 
Design and Human 
Environment 
Dietetics 
European Studies 
Family Services Psychology 
Geography Public Administration 
History Russian/ Soviet Area 
Inter-American Studies Studies 
Interior Design 
Nutrition and Food 
Science 
Political Science 
Social Science 
Social Work 
Sociology 
Textiles and Apparel 
Continuing Education and Special Programs 
Bachelor of Arts 
General Studies 
General Studies - Nurses 
Individual Studies 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies 
Graduate College 
All graduate degree candidates are listed under the Graduate College. 
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University Commencement Committee 
Philip Patton, Chair 
Andrew Abbott, Jay Edelnant, Clark Elmer, Dave Kohrs 
William Shepherd, Gordon Timpany 
Program: Jay Edelnant, Chair; 
Susan Chilcott; Irene Elbert; Philip Patton; Andrew Abbott 
Production and Processional: Gordon Timpany, Chair; 
Jay Edelnant; Dave Kohrs; Clark Elmer; William Shepherd 
Service Organizations 
Omicron Delta Kappa 
Graduates wearing a white stole are members of Omicron Delta Kappa which is a junior-
senior honorary organization which recognizes students who have demonstrated high 
levels of academic achievements, leadership in campus affairs, and community service. 
Student Alumni Ambassadors 
Graduates wearing a gold commemorative lapel pin are members of the Student Alumni 
Ambassadors (SAA) . Since 1989, SAA has served the University in a variety of ways. 
From giving campus tours to prospective students, alumni and University guests, to 
serving as representatives of the student body at special events, SAA is recognized as one 
of the premier service organizations on campus. 
Academic Honorary Organizatons 
Students who are members of academic honorary organizations will be 
identified by the color of cord they are wearing as follows: 
Organization Cord Color 
Alpha Delta Mu Silver and Black 
Alpha Delta Mu recognizes and honors scholarship and professional development in the 
knowledge and practice of Social Work. 
Alpha Kappa Delta Purple 
Alpha Kappa Delta recognizes scholarship and professional development in the area of 
Sociology. 
Beta Beta Beta Red and Green 
Beta Beta Beta recognizes scholastic achievement in Biology. 
Beta Gamma Sigma Blue and Gold 
Beta Gamma Sigma encourages and honors academic achievement and personal 
excellence in the study and practice of business. 
Gamma Theta Upsilon Light Blue, Light Brown and Gold 
Gamma Theta Upsilon promotes professional interest and enhances academic training in 
Geography. 
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Kappa Delta Pi Green and Purple 
Kappa Delta Pi promotes excellence in all areas of Education as well as personal and 
professional growth in teachers and future teachers. 
Kappa Mu Epsilon Rose Pink and Silver 
Kappa Mu Epsilon recognizes scholarship and fellowship for students interested in 
Mathematics . 
Mu Kappa Tau Royal Blue and Gold 
Mu Kappa Tau encourages and recognizes the scholarship, professional development, 
and personal integrity and excellence among students of Marketing. 
Omicron Delta Epsilon Gold and Blue 
Omicron Delta Epsilon attempts to expose members to out-of-class educational 
experiences in Economics. 
Phi Alpha Theta Red and Light Blue 
Phi Alpha Theta encourages the study of History by providing recognition for papers 
and scholarly work. 
Phi Upsilon Omicron Yellow and White 
Phi Upsilon Omicron recognizes and encourages academic excellence and leadership 
development in the area of Home Economics . 
Psi Chi Light Blue and Gold 
Psi Chi encourages and honors undergraduate academic achievement and scholarship in 
psychology and psychological research. 
Sigma Delta Pi Crimson and Gold 
Sigma Delta Pi promotes the study of the Spanish language and Hispanic culture and 
literature. 
Sigma Gamma Epsilon Silver, Gold and Royal Blue 
Sigma Gamma Epsilon recognizes scholarship and professionalism in the area of Earth 
Science. 
Sigma Pi Sigma Blue and Silver 
Sigma Delta Pi members must attain high standards of general scholarship and 
outstanding achievement in the area of Physics. 
Sigma Tau Delta Cardinal and Black 
Sigma Tau Delta recognizes high achievement in studies of English language and 
literature and encourages creative and critical writing. 
Theta Alpha Phi Purple and White 
Theta Alpha Phi is an honorary fraternity for students who have distinguished 
themselves through their academic and artistic work in the theater. 
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Continuing Education and Special Programs 
Lorna Kay Adams, BA 
Moline, Illinois 
General Studies 
Nikki Jo Alff, BA 
Adair 
General Studies 
Nicholas Lee Anderson, BA 
Ankeny 
General Studies 
Stephen T. Blosch, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
Boone David Boten, BA 
Nevada 
General Studies 
#Christopher Bowser, BLS 
Eldridge 
Liberal Studies 
Tamara Renee Bush, BA 
East St. Louis, Illinois 
General Studies 
Russell D. Cooper, BA 
Fairfield 
General Studies 
Jodi Sue Crick, BA 
Moville 
General Studies 
Jason Adam Curry, BA 
Spencer 
General Studies 
Kelli J. Decker, BA 
Dubuque 
General Studies 
Christopher D. Demeyer, BA 
Waterloo 
General Studies 
Julie Ann Dermody, BA 
Parnell 
General Studies 
Kevin R. Didio, BA 
Marion 
General Studies 
Michelle Rae Dunagan, BA 
Des Moines 
General Studies 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
#Summer 1996 graduate 
/\Spring 1997 degree candidate 
***Summa Cum Laude 3.75 or higher 
**Magna Cum Laude 3.50 to 3.75 
*Cum Laude 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
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Burton M. Field II, BA 
Waterloo 
General Studies 
Sean Christopher Fredericks, BA 
Waterloo 
General Studies 
Susan Lynn Freese, BA 
Muscatine 
General Studies 
Christie Lynn Frutiger, BA 
Bettendorf 
General Studies 
Johnny Galloway, Sr., BA 
Waterloo 
General Studies 
Matthew Richard Graf, BA 
Clinton 
General Studies 
Russell L. Greer, Jr., BA 
Grinnell 
General Studies 
Barry E. Huedepohl, BA 
Williamsburg 
General Studies 
Janell E. Hurd, BA 
Waterloo 
General Studies 
Jim Jimenez, BA 
Grinnell 
Individual Studies 
Undergraduate Thesis: A Study of the 
Methods of Advertising in Determining 
Corporate Success 
Jennifer Lynn Johnson, BA 
Manson 
General Studies 
Derrick Jones, BA 
Davenport 
General Studies 
*Jacqueline Kay Kaalberg, BA 
Muscatine 
General Studies 
Michael Joseph Kangley, BLS 
Rockwell City 
Liberal Studies 
Jerrod Lee Kelley, BA 
Ankeny 
General Studies 
#Nancy L. King, BA 
Blakesburg 
General Studies 
Dawn Marie Kruse, BA 
Decorah 
General Studies 
JoAnn Michele Lohse, BA 
Belmond 
General Studies 
Melisa Ann Loyd, BA 
Hawkeye 
General Studies 
Thomas P. McCarthy III, BA 
Bettendorf 
General Studies 
Katherine Elizabeth McConnell, BA 
Washington 
General Studies 
David W. McLaughlin, BA 
Rockwell 
General Studies 
Joseph Michael Miller, BA 
Davenport 
General Studies 
William Murphy, BA 
Algona 
General Studies 
*Derek James Neymeyer, BA 
Parkersburg 
General Studies 
#Sarah Jane Nolan, BA 
Clinton 
General Studies 
Chad Osterbuhr, BA 
LeMars 
General Studies 
Timothy John Racine, BA 
Estherville 
General Studies 
Daniel R. Rajtora, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
General Studies 
Trina Suzette Ross, BA 
Belmond 
General Studies 
Lori Michele Sadler, BA 
Burlington 
General Studies 
Richard B. Schaefer, BA 
Waterloo 
General Studies 
Jill Schulte, BA 
Davenport 
General Studies 
Jason E. Shipley, BA 
Blue Grass 
General Studies 
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#Jeanette M. Shoop, BLS 
Monticello 
Liberal Studies 
Kimberlee Ellen Staab, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
General Studies 
#*Lynn Anne Stahle, BA 
Tipton 
General Studies 
*Candace Storrer, BA 
Burlington 
General Studies 
L. Mark VanVelsor, BA 
Ottumwa 
General Studies 
Frederick James Van Bergen, BA 
Ames 
General Studies 
RobertJ. Voves, BLS 
Elma 
Liberal Studies 
Jenni Rebecca Wacker, BA 
Shellsburg 
General Studies 
Eric A. Walter, BA 
Guttenberg 
General Studies 
Melaine Lea Whitlatch, BA 
Tipton 
General Studies 
*Darin Eugene Wissbaum, BA 
Milford 
General Studies 
"Jason Douglas Witham, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
Staci J. Witthoft, BA 
Muscatine 
General Studies 
Shane Wolver, BA 
Ottumwa 
General Studies 
Larry Lewis Woodle, BLS 
Omaha, Nebraska 
Liberal Studies 
Tricia Lynn Yaap, BA 
Keokuk 
General Studies 
*Catherine J. Zarifis, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies - Nursing 
College of Business Administration 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
#Summer 1996 graduate 
/\Spring 1997 degree candidate 
***Summa Cum Laude 3.75 or higher 
**Magna Cum Laude 3.50 to 3.75 
*Cum Laude 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
Allison Christine Adair, BA 
Marshalltown 
Management: Human Resource 
Tracy Lee Adams, BA 
Waterloo 
Management: Human Resource 
**Lynn C. Ambrosy, BA 
Bellevue 
Finance: General 
Michael Andrew Anderson, BA 
Urbandale 
Finance: Real Estate 
*Ryan S. Attleson, BA 
Mason City 
Marketing 
Todd Brian Backes, BA 
Dubuque 
Accounting 
Kimberly Deanna Beeler, BA 
Grinnell 
Management: Business Administration 
Cory Dean Benson, BA 
Montezuma 
Accounting 
Karen DeVee Bossom, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Management Information Systems 
Shawn Dean Bradley, BA 
Buffalo 
Accounting 
#Gina Marie Brandt, BA 
Fairbank 
Accounting 
Anthony J. Briggs, BA 
Grundy Center 
Marketing 
Susan C. Brockman, BA 
Dunkerton 
Marketing 
**Teresa A. Brown, BA 
Sioux City 
Marketing 
Jason D. Buchholz, BA 
Waverly 
Finance: General 
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*Shelly Budke, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Accounting 
Heather Lyn Buns, BA 
Clive 
Finance: General 
Sarah Jean Carman, BA 
Anthon 
Finance: General 
Ryan Lee Castle, BA 
Mapleton 
Finance: General 
Matthew T. Cheney, BA 
Montezuma 
Finance: General 
Jamison D. Clark, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Marketing 
Kent Michael Cooper, BA 
Hampton 
Finance: General 
Pamela S. Critz, BA 
Jacksonville, Florida 
Accounting 
Christopher D. Crom, BA 
Sheffield 
Marketing 
Laurie M. Davidson, BA 
Ankeny 
Marketing 
Benjamin Eugene Davis, BA 
Waterloo 
Marketing 
Chad Jeremy DeBoer, BA 
Waverly 
Management: Business Administration 
*Carole Ruth Flener Deeds, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Economics 
Christopher J. Deets, BA 
Mason City 
Finance: General 
#**Robert J. Denler, BA 
Marion 
Marketing 
April Christine Dickenson, BA 
Iowa Falls 
Finance: General 
Shelly Anne Dix, BA 
Janesville 
Management: Business Administration 
Nicholas Doyle, BA 
Manchester 
Management Information Systems 
Alicia Renae Dreyer, BA 
Parkersburg 
Marketing 
Monty R. Eagen, BA 
Des Moines 
Economics: Business Analysis 
Jack Leonard Eaves, BA 
Ottumwa 
Marketing 
**Jonathan Kenyon Eckert, BA 
Cedar Rapids/Skokie, Illinois 
Management: Business Administration 
Chad William Eich, BA 
Carroll 
Finance: General 
Hollis P. Elliott, BA 
Kellogg 
Finance: General 
Elaine Joyce Fink, BA 
Tripoli 
Marketing and Anthropology 
Paula Michelle Franklin, BA 
Urbandale 
Finance: General 
Nicole Frascht, BA 
Charles City 
Management: Business Administration 
Dawn Michelle Frideres, BA 
Norwalk 
Management: Human Resource 
**Israel Garner, BA 
Fonda 
Finance: General 
Lisa F. Weltzin Graubard, BA 
LaPorte City 
Management: Human Resource 
Jason T. Greenwaldt, BA 
Fayette 
Management: Business Administration 
Jolene Griffin, BA 
Dubuque 
Marketing 
Chad Alan Haedt, BA 
Eldridge 
Marketing 
Patrick A. Hala, BA 
Marshalltown 
Management: Human Resource 
Christopher Lee Hamlett, BA 
Waterloo 
Accounting 
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Rayanne Hansen, BA 
Ralston, Nebraska 
Management: Business Administration and 
Psychology 
Jill K. Hanson, BA 
Villisca 
Finance: General 
Heather Ann Harswick, BA 
Urbandale 
Accounting and Criminology 
Matthew A. Hasenwinkel, BA 
Charles City 
Finance: General 
Travis A. Hawe, BA 
Garner 
Management: Human Resource 
Angela Christine Hawkins, BA 
Coralville 
Finance: General 
#Thomas James Henricksen, BA 
DeWitt 
Management: Business Administration 
Heather D. Hershey, BA 
Hazleton 
Marketing 
Chad M. Hine, BA 
Sioux City 
Marketing 
Jodi Ann Howe, BA 
Nora Springs 
Management: Business Administration 
Adrian Ann Ingalls, BA 
Parkersburg 
Management: Business Administration 
Lance Martin Kane, BA 
Milford 
Management: Business Administration 
**Brian Knecht, BA 
Ames 
Management: Business Administration 
Daniel Laurence Koerner, BA 
West Des Moines 
Management: Business Administration 
*Christina Ann Kohrt, BA 
Clinton 
Management: Human Resource 
Jana Lee Kokemiller, BA 
Madrid 
Marketing 
Jiji A. Korah, BA 
West Des Moines 
Marketing 
* Anthony S. Kozak, BA 
Riceville 
Management: Business Administration 
Garrett D. Kruse, BA 
Dubuque 
Management: Business Administration 
Shannon R. Kueny, BA 
Waverly 
Marketing 
Dana Marie Lampe, BA Education 
Cedar Rapids 
Business: Teaching 
Mitchell Lee, BA 
Sumner 
Finance: General 
Erik Leek, BA 
Davenport 
Finance: General 
Derek Matthew Leith, BA 
Waterloo 
Management Information Systems 
Brandon Lindley, BA 
Bettendorf 
Finance: General 
**Andrew J. Loop, BA 
Monticello 
Management: Business Administration 
Scott A. Lynch, BA 
West Des Moines 
Marketing 
#Doreth Neal Lyons, BA 
Charles City 
Accounting 
Matthew Lee Mahlstedt, BA 
Waterloo 
Management: Business Administration 
Angela Lynn Martin, BA 
Charles City 
Finance: General 
#Robert J. McCormick, BA 
West Des Moines 
Management: Business Administration 
Karen McGee, BA 
Bettendorf 
Management: Human Resource 
Jill L. Means, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Management: Business Administration 
***Lynn Marie Meyer, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Marketing 
*Jennifer Michele Michalson, BA 
Humboldt 
Marketing 
Christopher Alan Michels, BA 
Dunkerton 
Finance: General 
Kurt H. Miller, BA 
Hampton 
Management: Business Administration 
Timothy S. Miller, BA 
Carol Stream, Illinois 
Management: Business Administration 
*Gina Marie Moats, BA 
Monticello 
Finance: General 
"Roxanne Marie Moody, BA 
LaPorte City 
Accounting 
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*Elizabeth Ann Murphy, BA 
West Des Moines 
Marketing: Advertising 
*Michael David Murphy, BA 
Davenport 
Accounting 
Peter J. Natvig, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Accounting 
*Melanie Lee Nelson, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Finance: Real Estate 
Randall Gregory Nelson, BA 
Wyoming, Minnesota 
Marketing 
**Eric Allen Nesset, BA 
Ames 
Finance: Real Estate 
Chad Neubauer, BA 
Blairsburg 
Marketing 
William John Neuman, BA 
Waterloo 
Marketing 
*Gerri L. Nielson, BA 
Guttenberg 
Marketing 
William W. Nissen II, BA 
Waterloo 
Marketing 
Joseph L. Noel, BA 
Rockford 
Marketing 
Cory W. Oleson, BA 
Kensett 
Marketing 
John J. Ott, BA 
Marble Rock 
Management: Business Administration 
Amy Marie Otting, BA 
Earlville 
Management: Business Administration 
*Amy Lyn Parsons, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Management: Human Resource 
Michael Edward Peel, BA 
Urbandale 
Management: Business Administration 
Brandy Lee Petersen, BA 
Alburnett 
Marketing 
Ara Marie Peterson, BA 
St. Ansgar 
Management: Business Administration 
#Lloyd J. Pickett, BA 
Newton 
Management: Business Administration 
Patricia A. Pint, BA 
Waterloo 
Management: Human Resource 
• 
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Nicholas William Platt, BA Education 
Ida Grove 
Business: Teaching 
Mark Pollman, BA 
Eden Prairie, Minnesota 
Marketing 
Dawnell Quade, BA 
Dubuque 
Management: Business Administration 
*Molly L. Rankin, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Management: Human Resource 
Timothy A. Rice, BA 
Humboldt 
Management: Business Administration 
Jennifer Lynn Richter, BA 
Muscatine 
Management: Business Administration 
Andrew T. Rogers, BA 
Carey, Illinois 
Marketing 
Mark Robert Rummel, BA 
Monti 
Management: Business Administration 
*Carla Renee Rustvold, BA 
Audubon 
Management: Business Administration 
Tonia L. Ryan, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Management: Business Administration 
Aaron L. Sands, BA 
Jefferson 
Management: Business Administration 
Barbe J. Schmitt, BA 
Waucoma 
Accounting 
**Ross Justus Schuchart, BA 
Dysart 
Finance: General 
Jill Ann Schweiger, BA Education 
Marshalltown 
Business: Teaching 
Samson Trevor Seller, BA 
Ankeny 
Management Information Systems 
Scott E. Spence, BA 
Marshalltown 
Finance: Real Estate 
Chad Michael Spore, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Finance: General 
Jon E. St. Clair, BA 
Des Moines 
Marketing 
Anne Marie Stewart, BA 
Graettinger 
Management Information Systems 
**William Robert Sukup, BA 
Ankeny 
Finance: General 
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Patricia Ann Svoboda, BA 
Clutier 
Accounting 
*Molly Marie Sweeney, BA 
Lenox 
Marketing 
Tricia Lynn Thompson, BA 
Sergeant Bluff 
Management: Business Administration 
#**Rebecca Timm, BA 
Spencer 
Finance: General 
Jason Charles Trine, BA 
Burlington 
Marketing 
Claudia A. Troth, BA 
Cherokee 
Finance: Real Estate 
Shelley Ann Tuttle, BA 
Nevada 
Marketing 
***Leah Anne Umscheid, BA 
Hudson 
Economics: Business Analysis 
Kristine Joann Usher, BA 
Marion 
Finance: General 
Donna Marie Vaske, BA 
Bancroft 
Accounting 
Becki Jo Venema, BA 
Clinton 
Marketing 
Alex C. Viering, BA 
Bettendorf 
Marketing 
Tamara J. Vincent, BA 
Waterloo 
Marketing 
***Christian S. Walker, BA 
Waterloo 
Economics 
Ryan D. Waterman, BA 
Tripoli 
Marketing 
#Ryan D. Wedemeyer, BA 
Guthrie Center 
Finance: General 
Paul David Wunn, BA 
Marshalltown 
Economics 
Todd M. Yahnke, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Management: Business Administration 
#William George Yilek, BA 
Marion 
Management: Business Administration 
Amy Zapf, BA 
Iowa City 
Finance: General 
College of Education 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
#Summer 1996 graduate 
"Spring 1997 degree candidate 
***Summa Cum Laude 3.75 or higher 
**Magna Cum Laude 3.50 to 3.75 
*Cum Laude 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
Lora Adams, BA Education 
Denver 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Eric David Anderson, BA 
Eldridge 
Leisure Services: Programming 
"Holly Marie Anderson, BA Education 
Ames 
Elementary Education 
Melissa Dawn Anderson Flaig, BA Education 
Cedar Falls 
Early Childhood Special Education 
Courtney Arbogast, BA Education 
Centerville 
Elementary Education 
*Melissa M. Arndt, BA Education 
Altoona 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Diane Evelyn Arthur, BA Education 
Lisbon 
Elementary Education 
"Jennifer A. Bailey, BA Education 
Belmond 
Elementary Education and Middle School/Junior 
High School Education 
Suzanne Barkema-Cox, BA Education 
Thornton 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Steven Thomas Bartlett, BA Education 
New Richmond, Wisconsin 
Elementary Education 
Stephanie Lynn Battani-Caskey, BA Education 
Ankeny 
Elementary Education 
Ryan R. Behr, BA Education 
Rockwell 
Elementary Education and Middle School/Junior 
High School Education 
*Leah M. Bertram, BA Education 
Storm Lake 
Elementary Education 
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*Rochelle Marie McMahan Bienemann, 
BA Education 
Cedar Rapids 
Early Childhood and Elementary Education 
"Thomas P. Bitting Jr., BA Education 
Altoona 
Elementary Education 
Kari S. Boeckenstedt, BA 
New Vienna 
Leisure Services: Therapeutic Recreation 
Patricia Jo Booth, BA Education 
Iowa City 
Early Childhood Education and Elementary 
Education 
Daniel G. Bower, BA Education 
Keota 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Tara Marie Boyles, BA Education 
Coralville 
Elementary Education 
*Tonya Lee Boyles, BA Education 
Coralville 
Elementary Education 
Heidi Anne Brandt, BA 
Davenport 
Leisure Services: Fitness 
Amy M. Bries, BA Education 
Dyersville 
Elementary Education 
Deanna Bristol, BA Education 
Fort Dodge 
Physical Education 
"Andrea Jean Brown, BA Education 
Des Moines 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*Heather M. Bryan, BA Education 
Whiting 
Elementary Education 
Steven Robert Buchan, BA Education 
Waterloo 
Special Education - Mental Disabilities: 
Moderate/Severe/Profound 
Stacy LeighAnn Bush, BA Education 
Ankeny 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Sharon Marie Busta, BA Education 
Waucoma 
Elementary Education 
Katie Lea Buster, BA Education 
Muscatine 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*Scott Alain Byer, BA 
Centerville 
Elementary Education 
Jon Charles Byers, BA Education 
Central City 
Elementary Education 
Angela R. Campbell, BA Education 
Muscatine 
Elementary Education 
Kelly J. Carpenter, BA Education 
Tipton 
Elementary Education 
Angella Carr, BA Education 
Dubuque 
Elementary Education 
Tamara J. Cashman, BA Education 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
***Lisa Ann Castenson, BA Education 
Spencer 
Elementary Education 
Son S. Benjamin Chae, BA Education 
Houston, Texas 
Elementary Education 
Michelle Renee Clark, BA Education 
Jesup 
Elementary Education 
**Christine Marie Coates, BA Education 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*Jill Renee Cook, BA Education 
Monticello 
Elementary Education 
Petrea Lynn Cope, BA Education 
West Des Moines 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Todd Michael Coulter, BA Education 
Waterloo 
Physical Education: Coaching 
John A. Courtney II, BA Education 
Pleasant Hill 
Elementary Education 
*Nancy L. Cox, BA Education 
Sioux City 
Elementary Education and Middle School/Junior 
High School Education 
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Mary Elizabeth Dark, BA Education 
Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
Debra S. DeRonde, BA Education 
Oskaloosa 
Elementary Education 
Michele Jeannette Dillon, BA Education 
Rowley 
Elementary Education and Spanish 
*Janice Marie Dix, BA Education 
Packwood 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
**Jill Marie Doty, BA Education 
Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*Faith A. Drury, BA Education 
Waukee 
Elementary Education 
*Bridget Ann Duffy, BA Education 
Mason City 
Elementary Education 
Julie Eileen Dybala, BA 
Oak Forest, Illinois 
Leisure Services: Therapeutic Recreation 
**Tiffany Danielle Eck, BA Education 
Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
* Amy E. Eckstein, BA Education 
Sioux City 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
***Nancy Ellen Morrison Edgar, BA Education 
New Hampton 
Elementary Education 
*Carrie Anne Eiklenborg, BA Education 
Ackley 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
"Grant Ericksen, BA Education 
Sioux City 
Elementary Education 
Sheri Lynn Errthum, BA Education 
Manchester 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Sherry Lynn Feldt, BA Education 
Saint Ansgar 
Elementary Education 
**Elizabeth Ann Fiegel, BA Education 
Sioux City 
Elementary Education 
Kathryn Faye Fisher, BA Education 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
Heather Ann Floyd, BA Education 
Des Moines 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*Jon Thomas Flynn, BA Education 
Davenport 
Physical Education 
"'*Dory A. Frericks, BA 
Denver 
Community Health Education 
***Sara E. Gallaher, BA Education 
Newton 
Elementary Education 
Angela Kristine Garman, BA Education 
LuVerne 
Physical Education 
*Alex Christopher Garn, BA Education 
Ames 
Physical Education 
**Sonya Rochelle Garrett, BA Education 
Muscatine 
Early Childhood Education 
*Jeffrey John Gebauer, BA Education 
Dubuque 
Elementary Education 
Molly Marie Gent, BA Education 
Keota 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
**Julie Ann Gibson, BA Education 
Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Jeffrey Jon Gilchrist, BA Education 
Marion 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Diane Girsch, BA Education 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
Julie A. Glenn, BA Education 
Bettendorf 
Elementary Education 
*Robert D. Gloe, BA Education 
Decorah 
Elementary Education 
Tara Ashley Graham, BA Education 
Burlington 
Elementary Education 
Annette J. Green, BA Education 
Grand Mound 
Elementary Education 
/\Christy Leigh Green, BA Education 
St. Louis, Missouri 
Physical Education 
Bret Andrew Greve, BA Education 
Ellsworth 
Elementary Education and Middle School/Junior 
High School Education 
***Katherine M. Hadley, BA Education 
Hampton 
Elementary Education 
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Amy Lynn Hall, BA Education 
Alden 
Elementary Education 
*Melanie Jean Hamburg, BA Education 
Muscatine 
Elementary Education 
Amy Renee Hamilton, BA Education 
Davis City 
Elementary Education 
*Lori A. Haro, BA Education 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
*Kimberly Michelle Hayes, BA Education 
Clear Lake 
Elementary Education 
Brett Michael Hays, BA Education 
Lawton 
Elementary Education 
Hannah Kathryn Helmer, BA Education 
Iowa City 
Special Education - Mental Disabilities: 
Moderate/Severe/Profound 
"'**Tony R. Hiatt, BA Education 
Mason City 
Elementary Education 
/\Casey Justin Holck, BA 
Mason City 
Community Health Education 
Kathrine Marie Holder, BA Education 
Marshalltown 
Elementary Education 
Jason Lee Holst, BA Education 
Avoca 
Elementary Education 
Becky L. Huntington, BA 
Lenox 
Community Health Education 
**Terry Lynn Hurlburt, BA Education 
Algona 
Elementary Education and Middle School/Junior 
High School Education 
**Jenny Kay Husemann, BA Education 
Dubuque 
Elementary Education 
*Regina Renee Jenniges, BA 
Garner 
Community Health Education 
Amy Sue Jerdee, BA 
Charles City 
Community Health Education 
Jamie Alan Johnson, BA 
·Forest City 
Leisure Services: Programming 
**Rhonda S. Johnstone, BA Education 
Plainfield 
Elementary Education 
Laura J. Kacere, BA Education 
Marion 
Early Childhood Education and Elementary 
Education 
• 
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Sandra Ann Kalous, BA Education 
Marion 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
**Daniel H. Karsjens, BA Education 
Ackley 
Elementary Education 
jennifer L. Kaufman, BA Education 
Durant 
Elementary Education 
Tony Durelle Keeling, BA Education 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
Rachel Ann Keller, BA Education 
Indianola 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Ryan Russell Kelley, BA Education 
Nora Springs 
Physical Education 
Jessica L. Kelsey, BA Education 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
Sarah Joy Kemp, BA Education 
Waterloo 
Special Education - Mental Disabilities: 
Moderate/Severe/Profound 
Travis Kerkove, BA Education 
South English 
Elementary Education 
Matthew David Kingsbury, BA Education 
Keosauqua 
Physical Education 
Karen Kay Kirchmann, BA Education 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Mary Jane Knoll, BA Education 
Ackley 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Kevin Christopher Koch, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Leisure Services: Youth Agency Administration 
*** Anne Marie Koens, BA Education 
Davenport 
Elementary Education 
Ann Maree Koepke, BA Education 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Melissa Jane Kuker, BA Education 
Denison 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Catari Ann Langreck, BA 
St. Lucas 
Leisure Services: Programming 
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Lori A. Leefers, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Community Health Education 
*Sherri A. Leerar, BA Education 
Garner 
Elementary Education 
***Amy Rhodes Lidgett, BA Education 
Stanton 
Elementary Education and Middle School/Junior 
High School Education 
Heidi Sue Limburg, BA Education 
Jefferson 
Elementary Education 
*Amy Sue Loy, BA Education 
Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
Laura Ruth Loyd, BA Education 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
**Renee Marie Lyness, BA Education 
Ryan 
Elementary Education 
Jennifer Miche1le Malget, BA Education 
Oelwein 
Elementary Education 
*Amy R. Malone, BA Education 
Missouri Valley 
Early Childhood Education and Elementary 
Education 
Eric D. Martin, BA 
Iowa Falls 
Leisure Services: Therapeutic Recreation 
Leigh Christine Martin, BA Education 
Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Stuart Donald Martin, BA Education 
Bloomfield 
Elementary Education 
Renee E. McAtee, BA 
Jesup 
Therapeutic Recreation 
"Lori McHone, BA Education 
Fairfield 
Elementary Education 
Tammy Kay McKimmey, BA Education 
Bode 
Elementary Education 
Lisa Ann Mclellan, BA Education 
Jesup 
Elementary Education 
Noel C. McMillin, BA Education 
Dunkerton 
Elementary Education and Middle School/Junior 
High School Education 
***Heidi L. McPherson, BA Education 
Des Moines 
Elementary Education 
/\ Angela Marie Meirick, BA 
Osage 
Leisure Services: Programming 
*Janet Michelle Meyer, BA Education 
Treynor 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Karla Marie Meyer, BA Education 
Davenport 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Sandra K. Moffatt, BA Education 
Janesville 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Emily Montgomery, BA 
Woodbury, Minnesota 
Community Health Education 
Melanie Frances Morrissey, BA Education 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Jennifer Ann Nahnsen, BA Education 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education and Middle School/Junior 
High School Education 
Jennifer Lynne Nellis, BA Education 
Davenport 
Elementary Education 
*Michelle Renae Nelson, BA Education 
Eagle Grove 
Elementary Education 
Kristine L. Nolta, BA 
Brandon 
Leisure Services: Programming 
Jennifer Lynn Nordstrom, BA Education 
Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education 
Heather Lee Obermier, BA Education 
Greene 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Special Education 
***Beth Marie O'Brien, BA Education 
Bernard 
Elementary Education 
*Kathleen J. O'Donnell, BA Education 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
**Lisa Maria Orth, BA Education 
Iowa City 
Elementary Education 
*Patricia Mary W. Oulman, BA Education 
Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
Chris Owens, BA 
Clive 
Community Health Education 
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**Julie Ann Pace, BA Education 
Marshalltown 
Elementary Education 
**Garrett Brian Parks, BA Education 
Dallas Center 
Elementary Education 
**Beth A. Graff Pattschull, BA Education 
Cedar Falls 
Early Childhood Special Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
Lance C. Pedersen, BA Education 
West Branch 
Elementary Education 
Suzanne Marie Simons Perez, BA Education 
New Hartford 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*Dawn Marie Peterson, BA Education 
Decorah 
Elementary Education 
Lindy L. Pfaltzgraff, BA Education 
Eagle Grove 
Elementary Education 
*Lisa M. Pighetti, BA Education 
Polk City 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Jon Dennis Pilcher, BA Education 
Fort Dodge 
Physical Education 
Christine Sue Pine, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Leisure Services: Fitness 
Michael W. Plagge, BA Education 
Hampton 
Elementary Education 
Shane Mathew Plowman, BA 
Walford 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Kathy Jo Radcliff Pregon, BA Education 
Knoxville 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
***Jennifer Preston, BA Education 
Clear Lake 
Health Education 
#Mary Ann Prewett, BA 
Arlington, Texas 
Elementary Education 
**Jennifer Prince, BA Education 
Sublimity, Oregon 
Early Childhood Education 
Troy M. Purdy, BA 
Waterloo 
Community Health Education 
Mark Allen Rague, BA Education 
Charles City 
Elementary Education 
• : 
I 
Katrina Marie Ramirez, BA Education 
Davenport 
Elementary Education and Middle School/Junior 
High School Education 
Natalie Ann Rasmusson, BA Education 
Nevada 
Elementary Education 
Rhonda Lee Reichardt, BA Education 
Decorah 
Special Education - Mental Disabilities: 
Moderate/Severe/Profound 
Torrell L. Rhoades, BA Education 
Reinbeck 
Physical Education 
Angela Robertson, BA 
Vinton 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Jason Adam Robinson, BA Education 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Jason Lowell Roethler, BA Education 
Maquoketa 
Elementary Education 
"Brenda Ranae Rowley, BA Education 
Lehigh 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*Teresa D. Niswander Rubendall, 
BA Education 
Bondurant 
Elementary Education 
Alex Joseph Ruegnitz, BA Education 
Waukon 
Physical Education: Coaching 
Jeanna Christine Ruess, BA 
West Liberty 
Therapeutic Recreation 
**Brian T. Rupp, BA Education 
Ida Grove 
Elementary Education and Middle School/Junior 
High School Education 
Tracy Lynn Sachs, BA Education 
Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Jason H. Safly, BA Education 
Ames 
Elementary Education 
**Brian Eugene Sammons, BA Education 
New Hartford 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*Shauna Renee Sampson, BA Education 
Urbandale 
Elementary Education 
***Beth A. Schramm, BA Education 
Pomeroy 
Elementary Education 
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**Tracy JoAnn Schuster, BA Education 
Urbandale 
Elementary Education 
"Steffany A. Schwartz, BA 
Waverly 
Leisure Services: Programming 
**Theresa A. Schwien, BA Education 
Davenport 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
"Lori J. Sebastian, BA Education 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
*Jennifer Lynn Shaw, BA Education 
DeWitt 
Elementary Education 
***Melissa Jeanette Sheehan, BA Education 
Belmond 
Elementary Education and Social Work 
Kelly S. Shepard, BA Education 
Ottumwa 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*Brandi Shipman, BA Education 
Mason City 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education and Spanish 
Rebecca Jean Simonson, BA Education 
New Berlin 
Elementary Education and Middle School/Junior 
High School Education 
Amy Jo Slickers, BA Education 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education and Middle School/Junior 
High School Education 
#*Eric D. Slinkard, BA Education 
Chula Vista, California 
Elementary Education 
*Sally A. Snyder, BA Education 
Creston 
Special Education - Mental Disabilities: 
Moderate/Severe/Profound and Elementary 
Education 
Sara Layne Snyder, BA Education 
Ankeny 
Special Education - Mental Disabilities: 
Moderate/Severe/Profound 
*Chad Allan Spear, BA Education 
LeGrand 
Elementary Education 
**Cristin Dawn Spoelstra, BA Education 
Pella 
Elementary Education 
*Amy Theresa Steinlage, BA Education 
Saint Lucas 
Elementary Education 
*Melissa Stewart, BA Education 
Webster City 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Ivy A. Stovall, BA Education 
Mount Pleasant 
Early Childhood Education 
Michelle Svoboda, BA Education 
West Des Moines 
Special Education - Mental Disabilities: 
Moderate/Severe/Profound 
Michelle Garland Swartzendruber, BA 
Des Moines 
Elementary Education 
*Travis B. Tarns, BA Education 
Des Moines 
Elementary Education 
*Stacey Lynn Thilges, BA Education 
West Bend 
Early Childhood Education 
**Paige Michelle Thomas, BA Education 
Tama 
Elementary Education 
/\ Arny Marie Timmerman, BA 
Dubuque 
Community Health Education 
***Matthew W. Todd, BA Education 
Urbandale 
Elementary Education 
*Erika Elizabeth Tonsfeldt, BA 
Spirit Lake 
Elementary Education 
*Alisa Anne Ulloa, BA Education 
Eldridge 
Early Childhood Education and Elementary 
Education 
**Brian Kyle Unruh, BA Education 
Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
***Mary E. Vandel, BA Education 
Urbandale 
Special Education - Mental Disabilities: 
Moderate/Severe/Profound 
**Kathryn Ann Villhauer, BA Education 
Iowa City 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*Det Voutsalath, BA Education 
Algona 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
/\James A. Wahrer, BA Education 
Storm Lake 
Elementary Education 
Jaimie Dee Walker, BA Education 
Brandon 
Elementary Education 
Todd Watson, BA Education 
Washington 
Elementary Education 
***Annette M. Wederneier, BA Education 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Special Education 
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*Christine Maye Rose Wederneier, 
BA Education 
Sumner 
Elementary Education 
*Michelle L. Wentzel, BA Education 
E!llrnetsburg 
Elementary Education 
Michelle Lea Wessels, BA Education 
Ackley 
Elementary Education 
Jodi Marie Wheater, BA Education 
LeGrand 
Elementary Education 
**Katina Reyne White, BA Education 
Central City 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Derek Thomas Wibe, BA Education 
Cedar Falls 
Elementari:1 Education 
***Susan Kay Wineinger, BA Education 
Mason City 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Brian D. Wood, BA Education 
Lenox 
Elementary Education and Middle School/Junior 
High School Education 
Randall Michael Woodring, BA Education 
Cedar Falls 
Physical Education 
Kristin M. Woodward, BA Education 
Urbandale 
Elementary Education 
***Lisa J. Wunn, BA Education 
Gilman 
Elementary Education 
Marty Alan Wurth, BA Education 
Remsen 
Elementary Education 
**Kelly Jo Wyatt, BA Education 
Eldridge 
Elementary Education and Middie School/Junior 
High School Education 
Leah Marie Wyman, BA Education 
Spencer 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Candice Lucille York, BA Education 
Ottumwa 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Kathryn Louise York, BA Education 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
**Jennifer Lynn Zadow, BA Education 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
#Summer 1996 graduate 
/\Spring 1997 degree candidate 
***Summa Cum Laude 3.75 or higher 
**Magna Cum Laude 3.50 to 3.75 
*Cum Laude 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
*Wendy B. Aldrich, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Communication/Electronic Media 
*Anna Maria Allen, BA Education 
Grinnell 
English 
Robert L. Aller, BA 
Ames 
Communication and Theatre Arts 
Courtney Altenhein, BA 
Conrad 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Sumita Kumari Amrik, BA 
Penang, Malaysia 
Communication/Public Relations 
MJenny Ruth Anderson, BA Education 
Sioux City 
Spanish 
*Sha Lee Appenzeller, BMus 
Bloomfield 
Music Education: Choral 
Lanoune Dustine Baccam, BA 
Mount Pleasant 
Communication/Public Relations 
Eric M. Baker, BA 
Villisca 
Communication/Public Relations 
**Bruce DeWayne Bane, BA 
Strawberry Point 
Communicative Disorders 
#Stacey K. Barth, BA 
Ankeny 
Philosophy 
Amy C. Bebout, BA 
Davenport 
Spanish 
William Francis Bisbee, BFA 
Waterloo 
Art 
**Craig Robert Bloxham, BA 
Waukon 
Humanities 
Chad Thomas Bohlken, BA Education 
Scotch Grove 
English 
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*Erica J. Bolton, BA Education 
Oakland 
English 
Michael Louis Bonfig, BA 
Ionia 
Humanities 
Christian Ty Brokaw, BA Education 
Monticello 
Communication and Theatre Arts 
Brian David Bruns, BA 
Hiawatha 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
*Christopher Paul Bryant, BA Education 
Iowa City 
English 
Monty Jon Buhrow, BA 
Readlyn 
Communication/Public Relations 
Scott M. Burmeister, BA Education 
Lowden 
Spanish 
Carrie Lynn Campbell, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication 
**Ann Marie Chapin, BA 
Waterloo 
Russian and Histon; 
Tina Joy Christiansen, BA Education 
Mason City 
English and Elementary Education 
Jaquel Leah Cook, BA 
Hudson 
Spanish 
Tara Jean Daurer, BMus 
Princeton 
Music Education: Instrumental 
Corey L. DeBord, BA Education 
Creston 
English 
Jane M. De Grado, BA Education 
Newton 
English and Middle School/Junior High School 
Education 
#Nathan Robert DeKlotz, BA 
Shellsburg 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
**Ryan Matthew Dotson, BA 
Spencer 
Communication/Electronic Media 
Nancy J. Dunbar, BA 
Nora Springs 
Humanities 
*Lori L. Eagle Claw, BA 
Waterloo 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Matt Eberhart, BA Education 
Cedar Rapids 
English 
Laura Eldridge, BA 
Waterloo 
Art 
**Melissa Ann Ernst, BA 
Camanche 
English 
***Stacy L. Fahrion, BMus 
Dubuque 
Performance 
***Stacy L. Fahrion, BA 
Dubuque 
Music 
*Jennifer Lynn Fahrmann, BA 
Alexander 
Communication/Public Relations 
Tracy Lynn Fellmet, BA 
Keystone 
Communication/Electronic Media 
**Margaret Mary Fitzgerald, BA Education 
Grimes 
English 
"*Mary Elizabeth France, BA Education 
West Des Moines 
English 
Michael L. Frederick, BA 
Ankeny 
Communication/Public Relations 
*Lisa M. Fuller, BA 
LaPorte City 
Music and Spanish 
Joe Fye, BA 
Stockport 
English 
*Cassandra L.V. Gartner, BA 
Cedar Falls 
English and Music 
***Yvette Faye Gerholdt, BA 
New Hartford 
Communicative Disorders 
**Nikole Marie Gersema, BA Education 
Allison 
English 
***Georgine T. Getty, BA 
Bettendorf 
Philosophy and Study of Religion 
**Daniel James Giesinger, BMus 
Polk City 
Music Education: Instrumental 
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Christina K. Good, BA 
Marshalltown 
Theatre Arts: General 
Rachel A. Green, BA 
Pacific Junction 
Ge,:_man 
Rochelle Renae Green, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Michael A. Hadtrath, BA 
Wilton 
Communication/Electronic Media 
#Jay D. Hagedorn, BA 
Hudson 
English 
"Nicholas Haidin, BA Education 
Cedar Rapids 
Art 
Christopher Ryan Hanser, BA 
West Des Moines 
Communication/Public Relations 
James Richard Harken, BA 
Boone 
Communication/Electronic Media 
Laura L. Harrison, BA 
Ruthven 
Communicative Disorders 
*Gretchen Lee Havertape, BA 
Waterloo 
Communicative Disorders 
Kelli Ranea Head, BA 
Marengo 
Communication/Broadcast: Journalism 
Mark K. Hendricks, BA 
Des Moines 
Communication/Electronic Media 
Susan Faye Henry, BA Education 
Lime Springs 
English 
#Brian William Hertzer, BA 
Waterloo 
German 
Sherie C. Higgins, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Spanish 
Nicole Ann Hilbert, BA 
Clinton 
English 
Robert N. Hilbert, BA 
Waterloo 
Communication/Public Relations 
*Sari Lynn Hoeft, BMus 
Orlando, Florida 
Performance 
*Ginger Lynn Hoy, BA Education 
Redfield 
Art 
Catherine A. Hekel, BA Education 
Cedar Rapids 
English 
Akiko Inoue, BA 
Ohmama, Japan 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
* Amy Louise Kepler, BA Education 
Huxley 
English 
Torey Donald Kielman, BA 
Clarksville 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
**Gayle M. Kinsey, BA 
Richland 
Communicative Disorders 
Vicky A. Knapp, BA 
Center Point 
English 
Susan K. Lahr, BA 
Waverly 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Amy Anna Lattimer, BA 
Mason City 
Communication: General Communication 
Cameon Edwards Latusick, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Communication and Theatre Arts 
Tori Elizabeth Lau, BA 
Davenport 
Communication/Electronic Media 
*Kara M. Leglar, BA 
Dubuque 
Communication/Public Relations 
Yin Yin Leong, BA 
Malacca, Malaysia 
Communication: General Communication 
Heather Nicole Lilienthal, BA 
Huxley 
Communication/Public Relations 
#*Carrie L. Long, BMus 
Bettendorf 
Music Education: Instrumental and 
Performance 
*Marta Alliice Lounsbery, BA Education 
Plano 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
**Heidi Sue Ludden, BA 
Traer 
Communicative Disorders 
Chris MacMillan, BA 
Waverly 
Communication/Electronic Media 
**Teresa Martin, BA Education 
Cedar Falls 
English 
Deborah Arlene Olsthoorn Vaughan Maynard, 
BA Education 
Kellogg 
Communication and Theatre Arts 
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Kimberly Sue McDaniel, BA 
Muscatine 
Communication/Public Relations 
#Robert J. McGrath, BA Education 
Cedar Falls 
Spanish 
*Stacy Lynn McIntosh, BA 
Council Bluffs 
Theatre Arts: General 
Mark Edwin McKinstry, BA 
Tripoli 
Communication/Broadcast: 
Production/Performance/Writing 
#Lisa Kay McMurray, BA 
Marion 
English 
Janice Elaine Mechem, BA 
Hampton 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Kara Ann Mescall, BMus 
Dubuque 
Music Education: Choral 
Laurie D. Meyer, BA 
Strawberry Point 
Theatre Arts: Acting 
Eugene Randall Miller, BA 
Iowa Falls 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Mark R. Miller, BA 
Mason City 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
*Jeffrey R. Mochal, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
English 
**Carrie J. Morris, BA Education 
Newton 
Spanish 
Sonya Rhea Nietfeld, BA Education 
Ankeny 
English 
Lance Noble, BA Education 
Aplington 
English 
Gina Sue Opsahl, BA 
Ankeny 
Communicative Disorders 
#*Dawn Michelle Orvis, BA 
Ankeny 
English 
*Lori Diane Pawlowski, BA 
Jefferson 
Communicative Disorders 
Melissa M. Pearson, BA 
Knierim 
Communicative Disorders 
**Cara Jean Peterson, BA 
New London 
English 
*F. Javier Plaza-Perez, BA 
Caceres, Spain 
Music 
Jeffrey K. Popenhagen, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
CommunicationiPublic Relations 
*Andrea Michel Quarnstrom, BA Education 
Cedar Falls 
English 
Chad Rainwater, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Communication/Public Relations 
**Julie A. Rau, BA Education 
Iowa Falls 
English 
Anthony F. Reed, BA 
Council Bluffs 
Music 
#**Kay Redies Richmann, BA 
Cedar Falls 
English 
Jennifer R. Riesberg, BA 
Carroll 
Spanish 
#**Tricia Anne Riley, BA 
Waterloo 
German and European Studies 
Amy Sue Riniker, BA 
Parkersburg 
Communication: General Communication 
***Janna D. Risenhoover, BA 
Waterloo 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
Paula Lynn Roby, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Religion 
**Karen S. Royer, BA 
Davenport 
Communicative Disorders 
*Erin Lynne Ruhde, BA Education 
Iowa Falls 
English 
#Norman Michael Ryherd, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Study of Religion 
Sean Michael Scarbrough, BA 
Waterloo 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication 
*Megan Rene Schultz, BA 
West Des Moines 
Communication: Interpersonal Communication 
*Heather Dawn Schwenker, BA 
Burlington 
Communicative Disorders 
Joseph B. Scott, BA 
Waterloo 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
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Heather Lynn Sellers, BA 
Chariton 
Communication/Public Relations 
Larry Sells, BA 
New Hartford 
Eng!ish 
*Lorraine Alison Silver, BA 
Bettendorf 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication 
**Elizabeth Jane Smaha, BFA 
Marshalltown 
Art 
Renee M. Smith-LaBarge, BA 
Nora Springs 
Communication/Public Relations 
Stephen Kirkpatrick Sporer, BA Education 
Ottumwa 
English 
**Joel Edward Stauffer, BA Education 
Greene 
Communication and Theatre Arts 
Tracy Jo Steger, BA Education 
Independence 
English 
*'*Sarah L. Steil, BA 
Algona 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Scott Stiffler, BA 
Anamosa 
Communication/Electronic Media 
Edward Everett Stoffer, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Communication/Electronic Media 
*Susan Kay Strohecker, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Thomas Robert Strupp, BA 
Rock Island, Illinois 
Communication: Culture and Communication 
Christine Marie Stubbe, BA 
Ackley 
Communication/Public Relations 
*Stephanie Lynn Sturm, BA Education 
Belmond 
English 
John David Sutter, BA 
Dubuque 
Communication/Public Relations 
Cindy Jo Swets, BA 
Sioux Center 
Communication/Public Relations 
**Jason William Swift, BA 
Ames 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Nicole L. Thorn, BA 
Keokuk 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Troy Tickle, BA 
Des Moines 
Communicative Disorders 
Daissy Y. Tillapaugh, BA Education 
Waterloo 
Spanish 
***Sarah Joette Tweedy, BA 
Montrose 
Communicative Disorders 
Kerry Anne Visser, BA 
Knoxville 
Communication/Public Relations 
Angela Beth Vlasak, BA 
Waterloo 
Communication: General Communication 
LaMona Eileen Wagner, BA 
Heyworth, Illinois 
Communication and Theatre Arts 
***Sarah Ann Wait, BA Education 
Cedar Falls 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages/Spanish 
*Carrie Ann Walker, BA 
LaPorte City 
Communication/Public Relations 
Matthew William Waller, BA 
Waverly 
Communication/Public Relations 
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Ammie L. Warnke, BA 
State Center 
Communication/Public Relations 
**Jennifer Carol Wilcox, BA 
Madrid 
Communication/Public Relations 
**Terri Jean Wiley, BA 
Bettendorf 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication 
Kirn M. Wilgenbusch, BA 
Worthington 
Communication/Electronic Media 
*Denise Ann Wilken, BA 
Osceola 
Spanish 
Arny Willard, BA 
St. Louis, Missouri 
Theatre Arts: Acting 
Ryan Anthony Woods, BA Education 
Creston 
English 
Lori Kay Zosulis, BA Education 
St. Ansgar 
Art 
College of Natural Sciences 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
#Summer 1996 graduate 
"Spring 1997 degree candidate 
***Summa Cum Laude 3.75 or higher 
**Magna Cum Laude 3.50 to 3.75 
*Cum Laude 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour mjnimum at UNI 
Shawn Aird, BSci 
Dubuque 
Manufacturing Technology: Metal Casting 
Amy L. Anderson, BA 
Waterloo 
Graphic Communications 
Dean L. Armantrout, BT 
Altoona 
Construction 
*Rebecca J. Baillie, BA 
Steamboat Rock 
Biology: Plan Y 
#Teri Elizabeth Bedard, BA 
Waterloo 
Biology: Plan X 
Bradley J. Behrens, BA 
Denison 
Science 
***David Richard Berg, BA Education 
Cedar Falls 
Technology Education 
David L. Best, BSci 
Lone Tree 
Physics 
*Scott R. Bevan, BSci 
Cedar Falls 
Computer Science 
*David Jay Billings, BA 
Pleasantville 
Biology: Plan Y 
*Melissa Ann Billings, BA 
Urbandale 
Biology: Plan Y 
Robert C. Bixby, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Science 
Kristin Michelle Boatright, BA 
Grimes 
Biology: Plan Y 
**Erik Wayne Bohlken, BT 
Anamosa 
Manufacturing Technology: Automation and 
Production 
#Aaron Jacob Bottorff, BSci 
Waterloo 
Electro-Mechanical Systems: Engineering 
Technology 
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Jeremy Brandt, BT 
Readlyn 
Construction Management 
Nanette Rae Brcka, BA 
Ames 
Natural History Interpretation 
Tamra Lynn Bubke, BA 
Ida Grove 
Mathematics for Modeling (Plan B) 
Ryan Buseman, BA 
Holland 
Natural History Interpretation 
#Luis J. Camacho, BA 
Caguas, Puerto Rico 
Biology: Plan Y 
Brant Kenneth Clausen, BA Education 
Hudson 
Biology 
"Harrison Derek Cockrell, BA 
Bettendorf 
Chemistry - Marketing 
***James Edward Coons Jr., BA 
Waukee 
Mathematics B and Computer Science 
***Christopher Michael Crome, BA 
Davenport 
Biology: Plan Y and Chemistry 
Roger S. Dillingham, BA 
Duncombe 
Biotechnology 
Greg Eiklenborg, BA 
Aplington 
Science 
Dustin Wayne Eimers, BA 
Eagle Grove 
Graphic Communications 
**Jodee Renae Foote, BA 
Farnhamville 
Biotechnology 
Bonnie M. Garbes, BA 
Waterloo 
Graphic Communications 
Phillip John Greenfield, BA 
Ames 
Biology: Plan Y 
#Andrew William Gregersen, BA Education 
Cedar Falls 
Technology Education 
**Bryan John Guthrie, BSci 
Evansdale 
Computer Science 
* Angela L. Halligan, BA Education 
Brandon 
Mathematics 
Jimmy Howard Harless, BA 
Davenport 
Chemistry - Marketing 
Matthew Allen Harms, BSci 
Allison 
Electro-Mechanical Systems: Industrial 
Supervision and Management 
*Jennifer L. Hart, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Biology: Plan Y 
#**Stacy Lee Hartwig, BA 
Alden 
Biology: Plan Y 
Steven Troy Hauschilt, BSci 
Marengo 
Construction Management 
**Gregory D. Hawthorne, BA 
Marion 
Biology: Plan Y 
Donald L. Hayes, BA 
Ankeny 
Biology: Plan Y 
**Brian D. Hoffman, BA Education 
Laurens 
Mathematics 
Marc Richard House, BA 
Sabula 
Biology: Plan Y 
Michael R. Irvine, BA 
Waterloo 
Biology: Plan X 
**Eric T. Johnson, BA 
Vinton 
Mathematics A and Science 
Michael G. Johnson, BSci 
West Des Moines 
Computer Science 
Lynne R. Jondall, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Biology: Plan X-Environmental 
*Craig John Kelchen, BA 
Farley 
Graphic Communications 
***Hieng-Howe Koh, BA 
Hougang, Singapore 
Biotechnology 
**Kevin Michael Kronfeld, BSci 
Davenport 
Computer Science 
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Andrew Jacob La Follette, BA 
Winterset 
Chemistry 
Tracy Lynn Landers, BA 
Des Moines 
Biology: Plan Y 
*Tammy Marie Lawler, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Biology: Plan Y 
Travis J. Lawrenson, BSci 
Sioux City 
Computer Science 
Petey Lee, BSci 
Singapore 
Chemistry and Biotechnology 
Aaron D. Lehmkuhl, BA 
Ames 
Biology: Plan Y and Chemistry 
#Terry L. Leitch, BT 
Forest City 
Construction 
Brad J. Leonard, BSci 
Woodward 
Construction Management 
**Deborah Sue Lickness, BSci 
Hudson 
Applied Physics 
David James Lubbers, BA 
Oskaloosa 
Science 
**Eric Michael Lyons, BSci 
Bettendorf 
Biology and Philosophy 
Paul S. Lyons, BT 
Dubuque 
Manufacturing Technology: Metal Casting 
Brent D. Mack, BA 
Carroll 
Science 
Jason Paul Martin, BA Education 
Cedar Falls 
Earth Science 
Paul J. McCullough, BA 
Muscatine 
General Industry and Technology 
Joy Elizabeth Narum, BT 
Waterloo 
Construction Management 
Shari K. Neese, BA Education 
Dunkerton 
Mathematics 
#**David Neira, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Biology: Plan Y 
Jason Richard Newgard, BA 
Laurens 
Biology: Plan X 
**Douglas J. Oberle, BA 
Waverly 
General Industry and Technology 
Michael A. Ogg, BA 
Waterloo 
Biology: Plan Y 
Anthony Joseph Perez, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Science 
Douglas M. Pettit, BA Education 
Allen Park, Michigan 
Mathematics 
#Paula Piech, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Science 
**Jamison Scott Platte, BSci 
Cedar Falls 
Electro-Mechanical Systems: Engineering 
Technology 
Laura Gayle Pratt, BA Education 
Des Moines 
Biology 
Shannon C. Rahn, BA 
Green Mountain 
Biology: Plan X 
*Richard M. Roelfs, BA 
Geneva 
General Industry and Technology 
#Scott Randle Ryan, BA 
Olin 
Computer Science 
Carla Jan Sanders, BA 
West Point 
Biology: Plan X 
Chadd James Schnell, BSci 
Pocahontas 
Electro-Mechanical Systems: Engineering 
Technology 
Chad E. Schoneman, BA 
Shell Rock 
General Industry and Technology 
Sheila M. Schreck, BSci 
Guthrie Center 
Manufacturing Technology: Metal Casting 
Daniel J. Schultz, BA 
Dubuque 
Graphic Communications 
Mark Allyn Shanahan, BA 
Bettendorf 
General Industry and Technology 
#Chad A. Sires, BA 
New Albin 
Graphic Communications 
Chad Squires, BA 
Fayette 
General Industry and Technology 
*Wade D. Stahr, BA Education 
Elkader 
Technology Education 
Travis Stewart, BA 
Marshalltown 
Math for Modeling (Plan B) 
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Gregory Joseph Strub, BA 
Eagle Grove 
Computer Information Systems 
juan Carlos Suarez R., BSci 
Panama 
Appljed Physics · 
Daniel J. Sullivan, BSci 
Shell Rock 
Electro-Mechanical Systems: Engineering 
Technology 
Kirby Lee Sunde, BA 
Forest City 
Biology: Plan Y 
Jamie L. Tharp, BA Education 
Marion 
Biology 
Kevin P. Thill, BA 
Waterloo 
Biology: Plan X 
**Megan Ann Thomas, BA 
Dunkerton 
Biology: Plan Y 
#Michael James Tierney, BA 
New Hampton 
Mathematics A 
Nicole Threasa Tierney, BA 
Charles City 
Biology: Plan X 
David Allen Toy, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Graphic Communications 
Jeremy Albert Trenez, BA 
Ankeny 
Computer Information Systems 
*Adam Gordon Upmeyer, BA Education 
Garner 
Technology Education 
Ryan J. Vander Velden, BA 
Bondurant 
Biology: Plan X 
Jason John Verdon, BA Education 
Waverly 
Biology 
Todd Allen Vermie, BA 
Des Moines 
Computer Science 
***John R. Weber, BA 
Bancroft 
Earth Science 
Marcia Ann Weidemann, BSci 
Cedar Falls 
Geology 
Scott R. Weig, BA 
Strawberry Point 
Biology: Plan Y 
**Courtney K. Wilhelmson, BA Education 
Mahtomedi, Minnesota 
Mathematics 
John Steven Williams, BT 
Ankeny 
Construction Management 
James Mark Woltz, BA 
Waverly 
General Industry and Technology 
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Kristin Leigh Wunn, BA 
State Center 
Mathematics A 
Jeremy Todd Yoder, BA 
Kalona 
Computer Science 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
***Carol Ann Achey, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Psychology 
Mark Andrew Ackerman, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
#Summer 1996 graduate 
ASpring 1997 degree candidate 
***Summa Cum Laude 3.75 or higher 
**Magna Cum Laude 3.50 to 3.75 
*Cum Laude 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
Tabitha Ann Berends, BA 
Eldora 
Social Work and Criminology 
Rebecca L. Boyles, BA 
Independence 
Social Work 
*Sherry Lynn Allen, BA Education 
Des Moines 
#Alissa Marie Brecke, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
History 
Matthew J. Anderson, BA 
Sioux City 
Sociology 
Travis Lee Anderson, BA 
Waterloo 
Criminology 
Timothy Augustin, BA 
Charles City 
Criminology 
MNicole JoAnn Bagenstos, BA 
La Porte City 
Design and Human Environment 
** Amanda Bahnson, BA 
Jefferson 
Sociology and Spanish 
**Ronald Bailey, BA Education 
Iowa City 
Political Science 
Jeffrey Bain, BA 
Grimes 
Criminology 
David Verne Baker, BA 
Winterset 
Criminology 
Thomas Ryan Baker, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Political Science 
#*Carrie S. Ballard, BA 
Washburn 
Psychology 
Willie B. Barney, Jr., BA 
Cedar Falls 
Sociology 
#Jennifer A. Bellmer, BA 
Solon 
Social Work 
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Social Work 
Gayle Lyn Blackledge Brimeyer, BA 
Davenport 
Psychology 
Kristi M. Brockway, BA 
Castalia 
Criminology 
#Neal E. Burghardt, BA 
Sumner 
Public Administration: Public Personnel 
Jodi Ann Burkheimer, BA 
Clarion 
Social Work 
Tracey Lynn Ceaser, BA 
Waterloo 
Social Work 
Joseph F. Clancy, BA 
Clinton 
Criminology 
Michele Noelani Clark, BA 
Waterloo 
Social Work 
Scott Allen Clark, BA 
Webster City 
Geography 
#Maureen Ruth Collins-Williams, BA 
Clear Lake 
Public Administration: General Administration 
Erin Blythe Condit, BA 
Marshalltown 
Clothing and Textiles: Fashion Merchandising 
#Daniel L. Cordes, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Public Administration: Public Law 
ATeresa Ann Coy, BA 
Parkersburg 
Design and Human Environment 
Douglas Wayne Davis, BA 
Waterloo 
Sociology 
*Jennifer Dawn Dean, BA 
Postville 
Political Science 
#Martin J. Dean, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
Mitzi S. DeGroote, BA 
Hampton 
Criminology 
Johnathon Andrew Deiters, BA 
Ottumwa 
History 
*Tara Nicole Durflinger, BA 
Eldon 
Psychology 
Christian James Eide, BA 
Redfield 
Criminology 
Matthew D. Evans, BA 
Clarion 
Sociology 
Paige L. Everly, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Political Science 
#Jason E. Fairfield, BA 
Peoria, Illinois 
Political Science 
*Danielle Nicole Farr, BA Education 
Freeport, Illinois 
History 
Jason Cord Ferguson, BA 
Boone 
Social Science 
Jennifer M. Fey, BA 
Clear Lake 
Social Work 
Chad L. Fiedler, BA 
Remsen 
Criminology 
Kari A. Fitzgerald, BSci 
Humboldt 
Dietetics 
Shane Edward Forret, BA 
Adel 
Psychology 
"Rachel Elizabeth Fox, BA Education 
Clovis, California 
History 
Abby Jane Marie Frazee, BA 
Anamosa 
Criminology 
Brent John Freerks, BA 
Clarksville 
Social Science 
#Tabitha G. Garrett, BA 
Diagonal 
Psychology 
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Stacey Gasperi, BA 
Mason City 
Social Work 
Stacie M. Gillette, BA 
Winthrop 
Criminology 
Jody L. Goodman, BA Education 
Centerville 
History 
Scott William Gossett, BA 
Marshalltown 
Criminology 
*Jackie K. Graham, BA Education 
Dunkerton 
Psychology 
Jay Harrison Green, BA Education 
Corydon 
History 
#Bruce A. Gregory, BA 
Vinton 
Social Work 
Dana Jean Guenther, BA 
Maynard 
Social Work 
Melanie Hagan; BA Education 
Waukee 
History 
Lori Ann Hall, BA 
Des Moines 
Social Work 
John Hampton, BA 
Davenport 
History 
James Andrew Hauschildt, BA 
Des Moines 
Psychology 
#*Dean E. Havlik, BA 
Waterloo 
Social Work 
Bryant Lee Hays, BA 
Cedar Falls 
History 
Eric M. Heath, BA Education 
Marion 
Social Science 
**Julie K. Heintz, BA Education 
Spencer 
History 
*Jason C. Heires, BA Education 
Cedar Rapids 
Social Science 
Jason P. Hennessey, BA 
Osage 
Psychology 
Kelly Hill, BA 
Davenport 
Psychology 
Angela K. Hoeppner, BA 
New Hartford 
Social Work 
#Brian A. Holub, BA 
Center Point 
Psychology 
**Ann Elizabeth Hoogland, BA 
Bettendorf 
Political Science 
Sean La Wayne Hopkins, BA Education 
Waterloo 
History 
Joyce M. Wirka Horak, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Social Work 
Derrick Joseph Huffman, BA 
Osage 
Criminology 
*April Sue Ivey, BA 
Waterloo 
Criminology 
Jennifer M. Jamieson, BA 
Waterloo 
Psychology 
Darin Norman Jass, BA 
Milford 
Anthropology 
#Bryan D. Johnson, BA 
Oskaloosa 
Political Science 
*Sherry Lynn Johnson, BA Education 
Fairfield 
Histori:1 
Terry Ray Johnson, BA 
Belle Plaine 
Criminology 
JoCathy Jordan, BA 
Waterloo 
Criminology 
Kristi Ann Kleven, BA 
Mahtomedi, Minnesota 
Social Work 
Julie Renee Kneip, BA 
Waverly 
History 
Mary T. Kobliska, BA 
Waverly 
Social Work 
Heather Kay Kroeger, BA 
Davenport 
Psychology 
Aaron P. Kuehn, BA Education 
Anacortes, Washington 
History 
**Sherry J. Kuntz, BA 
Waterloo 
Political Science and Economics: General 
"'Mitzi Lyn Lacina, BA 
Tama 
Family Services 
Sara K. Lambert, BA 
Sioux City 
Social Work 
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Laurie Ann Lawrence, BA 
New Hartford 
Psychology 
Robert William Leslie, BA 
Iowa City 
Social Work 
Gregory John Liebermann, BA Education 
Solon 
Socia! Science 
"'Bridget Kay Loney, BA 
Marshalltown 
Design and Human Environment 
Jay Lowenberg, BA 
Donnellson 
History 
Patricia A. Luethje, BA 
Marshalltown 
Social Wor.1< 
** Amy Maass, BA 
Buffalo Center 
History and Nutrition and Food Science 
Steven A. Maertens, BA 
Mason City 
Sociology 
*Jennifer Jean Marten, BA 
Decorah 
Psychology and Social Work 
Sara C. Marti, BA 
Bettendorf 
Psychology 
"'Heather Kathleen Martin, BA 
Maynard 
Family Services 
Jason Michael Martin, BA 
Jefferson 
Criminology 
Jennifer Jo McCurdy, BA 
Chariton 
Psychology 
Kathy McEachran, BA 
Mason City 
Social Work 
#Chad W. McFadon, BA 
Muscatine 
History 
"'Erin Kathleen Mcllhon, BA 
Ankeny 
Family Services 
Treasa J. McKinney, BA 
Oskaloosa 
Social Work 
Joanna L. Meier, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
Traci Renee Merrifield, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
Kerry Ann Merrill, BA 
Clear Lake 
Social Work 
Anne Marie Michael, BSci 
Waterloo 
Dietetics 
''-Sara Lyn Mills, BA 
Sherrill 
Design and Human Environment 
.Kristi S. Mindrup, BA Education 
Moline .. Illinois 
Social Science 
Terry D. Mocha!, BA 
Independence 
Social Work 
Steve Du Wayne Murray, BA 
New Hampton 
Criminology 
Patricia Lynne Naylor, BA 
Traer 
Sociology 
Douglas Richard Nelson, BA 
Mason City 
Criminology 
Richard F. Nicklaus, BA 
Des Moines 
Political Science 
Benjamin N. Norden, BA 
Cedar Falls 
History 
Kristin Marie Norris, BA 
Sheffield 
Social Work 
Brent Robe!t Norton, BA 
Hudson 
Criminology and Biology: Plan Y 
Heather Dione Olson, BA 
Terril 
Psychology and Philosophy 
#Shannon Marie O'Neill, BA 
Holstein 
Family Services 
Tina R. Parkin, BA 
Warsaw, Illinois 
Geography: Environmental 
/\Lori Patterson, BA 
Waterloo 
Social Work 
#Corey David Peiffer, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Criminology 
#John D. Pence, BA 
Leo, Indiana 
Psychology 
Jacquelyn A. Ploeger, BA 
Osage 
Social Work 
Bryan Thomas Pregon, BA Education 
Knoxville 
Political Science 
Laura Price, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Social Work 
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**Brandie Lee Randklev, BA Education 
Marion 
Social Science 
Robert Anthony Reagan, BA Education 
Davenport 
History 
Angela Jean Reid, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Anthropology 
#Becky Jo Reifenstahl, BA 
Vinton 
Geography 
John H. Reveland Jr., BA 
Charles City 
Social Work 
Paula Jean Roberts, BA 
Reinbeck 
Psychology 
Mark Norbert Roering, BA Education 
Sioux City 
Social Science 
Kent De:1nis Royster, BA 
Bettendorf 
Public Administration: General Administration 
Anthony James Sacco, BA 
Davenport 
Sociology 
Kathryn Elizabeth Schmidtke, BA 
New Hampton 
Criminology 
**Rosemary Schwartz, BA 
Mt. Auburn 
Political Science 
/\Jennifer Jean Sharp, BA 
Des Moines 
Design and Human Environment 
**April M. Shaw, BA 
Davenport 
Political Science 
**Heather L. Sinn, BA Education 
Elkhorn,Nebraska 
History 
Kimberly A. Snow, BA 
Reinbeck 
Gcagraphy 
Daniel R. Sperry, BA 
Independence 
Public Administration: General Administration 
**Susan Edwards Spragg, BSci 
Waterloo 
Dietetics 
Dana Stolba, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Social Work and Criminology 
Kelli Tetmeyer, BA Education 
Des Moines 
History 
Danell Fay Thevenot, BSci 
Cedar Falls 
Dietetics 
Kelley D. Thompson, BA 
Denver 
Psychology 
Junko Tominaga, BA 
Ako, Hyogo, Japan 
American Studies 
#Kenneth John Tovar, BA Education 
Waterloo 
Political Science 
Heather Marie Urich, BA 
Ainsworth 
Psychology and English 
**Lisa A. Venteicher, BA 
Sheldon 
Social Work and Leisure Services: Therapeutic 
Recreation 
Tanya M. Watkins, BA 
LeClaire 
Psychology 
Daniel Jay Weichers, BA Education 
Grundy Center 
History 
Victoria Wharton, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Social Work 
**Amy Lynn White, BA 
Ankeny 
Psychology 
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Contennia Marie White, BA 
Keokuk 
Psychology 
/\Ryan Jermaine Williamson, BA 
Des Moines 
Psychology 
Travis Michael Wingert, BA 
Wesley 
History 
Denis Roy Winkelpleck, BA 
Dysart 
Social Work 
Christopher Michael Wolf, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
**Kathryn Jean Wulf, BA 
West Des Moines 
History 
Kimberly Kay Young, BA Education 
Stanhope 
Social Science 
Graduate College 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
#Summer 1996 graduate 
+Spring 1996 graduate 
/\Spring 1997 degree candidate 
Assefa Abebe 
Waterloo 
BT, 1984, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Technology 
#Lynn Uhlenhopp Abbas 
Waterloo 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
#Janet Jeanblanc Adams 
Webster City 
BA, 1984, Buena Vista College 
MA; Educational Technology 
Megan Elizabeth Adams 
Marshalltown 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Mathematics 
#Susann Elaine Ahrabi-Fard 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1991, University of Northern Iowa 
MSci; Environmental Science/Technology 
Thesis: Evaluating the Effects of Herbicides 
on Microbial and Mycorrhizal Populations 
in Native Prairie, Corn, and Non-native 
Prairie Vegetation Using the Biolog 
Technique 
Khaled Ajouz 
Rennes, France 
MBA; Business Administration 
#Brent Allen Andrews 
LaCrosse, Wisconsin 
BA, 1993, Luther College 
MA; Library Science 
Jennifer J. Andrews 
Redlands, California 
BA, 1987, Cornell College 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
Mary Alice Applegate 
Cedar Falls 
AB, 1973, University of Georgia 
MA;Art 
Thesis: Metaphors of Memory 
#Margaret Ann Argotsinger 
Council Bluffs 
BA, 1981, University of Central Florida 
MA; Educational Technology 
#Pamela A. Backer 
Dyersville 
BA, 1992, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Communication and Theatre Arts 
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Robert Shelton Bahl 
Davenport 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; School Counseling 
Monty Timothy Baker 
Waterloo 
BA, 1994, University of Minnesota 
MA; Psychology 
Thesis: Validation of Reasons for Living 
Inventory-II in a College Sample 
Heather Lynn Balog 
Fairfax 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
John Adam Barker Jr. 
Waterloo 
BA, 1986, Tarkio College 
MAE; Elementary Principal 
#Marcia Ann Barth 
Durango 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Marlo Venecia Barthelemy 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
BSci, 1993, Xavier University 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
#Ryan James Basye 
Hampton 
BA, 1989, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Library Science 
#Tiffany Jean Bayless 
Corning 
BSE, 1989, Northwest Missouri State 
University 
MA; Educational Technology 
#Christine Ann Beaty 
Cedar Rapids 
BA, 1984, Mount Mercy College 
MAE; Special Education 
Kristin Rene Benitz-Bigler 
Decorah 
BSci, 1993, Iowa State University 
MA; Mathematics for Elementary and Middle 
School 
Nancy Lynn Bennett 
Alameda, California 
BSci, 1994, California State University-
Hayward 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth/Human Service 
Administration 
#Robin J. Bennett 
Luzerne 
BA, 1988, Clarke College 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: Student 
Affairs 
Bruce Richard Benter 
Oelwein 
BSci, 1989, Upper Iowa University 
MA; Mathematics for Elementary and Middle 
School 
#Christine Celeste Bergan 
Iowa City 
BME, 1986, Evangel College 
MM; Performance 
Graduate Recital: Voice 
#Gary L. Bergen 
Waterloo 
BLS, 1992, University Northern Iowa 
MAE; College/University Student Services 
#Myrna S. Bertheau 
Sheil Rock 
BA, 1968, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Mathematics for Elementary and Middle 
School 
Beth Ilise Bertolotto 
Lacrosse, Wisconsin 
BSci, 1975, Moorhead State University 
MA;French 
#Joan K. Bertram 
Shell Rock 
BSE, 1966, Wartburg College 
MA; Mathematics for Elementary and Middle 
School 
Donald W. Bishop 
Fayette 
BSci, 1992, Upper Iowa University 
MA; Physical Education 
Thesis: Assessment of the Consistency of the 
Professional Preparation of Non-accredited 
Athletic Training Educational Programs 
Rodney James Blackman 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1988, The Master's College 
MA; Leisure Services: Program Management 
Thesis: An Examination of Environmental 
Sensitivity Among Recreation Users 
Kevin Michael Blanshan 
Waterloo 
BA, 1979, University of Northern Iowa 
MPP; Public Policy 
Lynn Susan Block 
Colfax 
BA, 1994, Coe College 
MAE; Educational Psychology 
#Brenda Sue Bock 
Cedar Falls 
BSci, 1971, University of Missouri-Columbia 
MA; Mathematics for Elementary and Middle 
School 
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Ann Boddicker 
Newhall 
BA, 1992, University of Iowa 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
#William Dean Boeve rs 
Fort Dodge 
BA, 1990, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Secondary Principal 
#Rene Gerard Boissiere 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
BA, 1992, Xavier University of Louisiana 
MPP; Public Policy 
Kristina LeeAnn Boulund 
Coralville 
BSci, 1988, University of Iowa 
MA; Mathematics for Elementary and Middle 
School 
#Lisa Marie Braun 
Dubuque 
BSci, 1995, Marquette University 
MAE; Educational Psychology 
Angela Sabrina Briley 
Jacksonville, Florida 
BSci, 1995, Florida A & M University 
MAE; Educational Technology 
Thesis: Elementary Teacher's Perceptions of 
Computer Aided Instruction 
Jacqueline Marie Brucher 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1992, Simpson College 
MA; Communication Studies 
Thesis: Through a Women's Eyes 
#Shari Ann Brunsting 
Mason City 
BA, 1990, Buena Vista College 
MA; Health Education 
Thesis: Health Locus of Control and 
Preventive Cancer Screening Practices in 
Women 
Geraldine Florence Elodie Buisson 
Saint Sulpice sur Leze, France 
MA;French 
#Heidi Columbus Burnett 
Bettendorf 
BSE, 1991, Iowa State University 
MA; Mathematics for Elementary and Middle 
School 
Cynthia Ann Chatfield 
Dubuque 
BA, 1978, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth/Human Service 
Administration 
#Shau-Chuang Chen 
Chiayi, Taiwan, Republic of China 
BBA, 1989, Tunghai University 
MAE; Computer Applications in Education 
#Tien-Chen Chien 
Ta-Chun, Changh-Hua, Taiwan, Republic of 
China 
BA, 1990, Chinese Culture University 
MA; Communications and Training Technology 
Chao-yin Chiu 
Chung Li, Taiwan, Republic of China 
BA, 1995, Providence College 
MAE; Educational Psychology 
Susan Mary Chizek 
Cedar Falls 
BLS, 1988; MAE, 1990; University of 
Northern Iowa 
MBA; Business Administration 
#John David Clopton 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1974, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth Agency 
Administration 
#Martha Eileen Colwell 
Waterloo 
BSci, 1976, University of Iowa 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth Agency 
Administration 
Thesis: RN and LPN Perceptions of Front-
line Delegation 
Patrick Melvin Cook 
Chicago, Illinois 
BA, 1993, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; College/University Student Services 
Cynthia Joy Cox 
Urbandale 
BSci, 1986, University of Iowa 
MAE; Special Education 
Christine Linda Crews 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1993, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; College/University Student Services 
#Gregory Allen Criswell 
Winterset 
BA, 1986, Graceland College 
MAE; Secondary Principal 
#Pati Jo Daisy 
Lake City 
BA, 1975, Morningside College 
MA; Library Science 
Dennis Richard Damon 
Waterloo 
BSci, 1990, Upper Iowa University 
MA; Political Science 
#Marla Renee Thompson Davidson 
Waverly 
BSci, 1990, Iowa State University 
MAE; Special Education 
#Susan T. Davis 
Lowville, New York 
BA, 1964, University of Rochester 
MA;French 
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Ann Jenette Dea 
Treynor 
BSci, 1967, Northwest Missouri State 
University 
MA; Library Science 
#Chamoni Jeanne DeLong 
Ossian 
BA, 1991, Luther College 
MAE; Special Education 
#Drew DeLong 
Ossian 
BA, 1983, Luther College 
MAE; Elementary Education 
#Janice Elaine Dickerson 
Atlantic 
BA, 1988, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Educational Technology 
Cheryl Ann Dickson 
Oak Harbor, Washington 
BA, 1988, Wheaton College 
MA; Spanish 
Samuel Earl Dillon 
Chicago, Illinois 
BA, 1976, Lewis University 
MA; Sociology 
Thesis: Comparative Study of Current Gang 
Lit and Rise & Fall of Blackstones 
Maleea Dudney 
Urbandale 
BSci, 1975; BSci, 1988; Faith Baptist Bible 
College 
MA; Library Science 
#Francis Wayne Dutton 
Waterloo 
BA, 1987, McPherson College 
MA; lv1usic 
#Valerie Shapiro Eagen 
Cedar Falls 
BBA, 1991, University of Iowa 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: Student 
Affairs 
#Rebecca Kyhl Easley 
Mason City 
BA, 1972, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Special Education 
Linda Marlene Ehrhardt 
Reinbeck 
BA, 1992, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Special Education 
#Sumitra Eksithichai 
Bangkok, Thailand 
BA, 1991, Thammasat University 
MA; Communication Studies 
Ross Michael Els 
Hastings, Nebraska 
BSci, 1988, University of Nebraska-Omaha 
MA; Physical Education 
Thesis: The Predictive Effectiveness of 
Offensive Tendencies on Future Play 
Selection in College Football 
Jason Allen Etzen 
Mason City 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Communication Studies 
Thesis: Agenda Setting: A New Approach 
Susan R. Faga 
Casey 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
#Deretha J. Fantroy 
Waterloo 
BA, 1980, Central College 
MA; Mathematics for Elementary and Middle 
School 
#Marsha Jane Fisher 
Waterloo 
BA, 1971, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Early Childhood Education 
Jennifer Jo Fitzgerald 
Mason City 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Heather Ann Rory 
Waterloo 
BA, 1993, University of Iowa 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages/Spanish 
David S. Freeseman 
Ackley 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Physical Education 
Thesis: The Effects of Emu Oil, Post-
Eccentric Exercise, on Delayed Onset Muscle 
Soreness 
Christine Yveline Fresneau 
Pellerine, France 
MBA; Business Administration 
#Kristin Winterroth Gable 
Mequon, Wisconsin 
BA, 1977, Hanover College 
MA; Mathematics for Elementary and Middle 
School 
#Diane Lea Gass 
Marion 
BA, 1980, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Mathematics for Elementary and Middle 
School 
Paul William Gausmann 
Shell Rock 
BA, 1980, Gettysburg College 
MA; Political Science 
Thesis: The Impact of Ethnic Minorities 
Within Quebec Upon the Question of 
Greater Political Sovereignty for the 
Province 
#Tina Leigh Geiken 
Cedar Rapids 
BA, 1995, Coe College 
MAE; Educational Psychology 
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Brian F. Giachino 
Waterloo 
BGS, 1991, Saint Cloud State University 
MA; Political Science · 
Brian Scott Glaser 
Ced~.r Rapids 
BA, 1995, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Chemistry 
Thesis: Modeling the Reaction Mechanism of 
Poly Vinyl Chloride During Pyrolytic 
Decomposition 
Mary Esther Bellone Grey 
Cedar Falls 
BMus, 1985, University of North Texas 
MM, 1990, University of Colorado-Boulder 
MA; Counseling 
#Janae A. Bravard Griffith 
Ankeny 
BA, 1988, Wartburg College 
MAE; School Counseling 
Michael S. Gukeisen 
Dubuque 
BA, 1991, Loras College 
MBA; Business Administration 
Jennifer Dawn Haack 
Hospers 
BA, 1995, Dordt College 
MAE; Special Education 
#Steven Allan Halverson 
Reinbeck 
BA, 1989, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Theatre 
Thesis: Honor Among Thieves? Socio-
economics of Thorstein Veblen in the Plays 
of David Mamet 
#Shannon Sue Harken 
Jesup 
BA, 1991, Central College 
MAE; Special Education 
Michelle Geoffroy Harris 
South Bend, Indiana 
BA, 1975, Michigan State University 
MA;French 
Pamela Ann Havlicek 
Monona 
BA, 1991, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Mathematics for Elementary and Middle 
School 
Todd Philip Hawkins 
Lowell, Indiana 
BA, 1989, Lincoln Christian College 
BSci, 1990, Illinois State University 
MA; Spanish 
#Bernie Marie Hawley 
Ames 
BA, 1967, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Library Science 
Traci J. Hegland 
Hiawatha 
BA, 1992, Central College 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
#Rae-Myra Hilliard 
Buffalo, New York 
BA, 1981, Oberlin College 
BA, 1993, State University of New York: 
College at Buffalo 
MM; Performance 
Graduate Recital: Voice 
Roberta Jean Hinman 
Independence 
BSci, 1992, Upper Iowa University 
MA; Counseling 
Nancy L. Hohanshelt 
Waterloo 
BSci, 1973, Iowa State University 
MAE; Reading Education 
Menq-Li Huang 
Miauli, Taiwan, Republic of China 
BA, 1979, National Cheng Kung University 
MA; Science Education 
Wei-Hsien Huang 
Taichung City, Taiwan, Republic of China 
BEd, 1990, National Taiwan Normal 
University 
MA; Science Education 
#Julie Bennett Hume 
Blue Springs, Missouri 
BA, 1985, University of Kansas 
MA; German 
Yan Zhang Huss 
Xian, Shannxi, People's Republic of China 
BA, 1991, Shaanxi Institute of Business 
Administration 
MBA; Business Administration 
#Jill Ainsworth Hutchinson-Bender 
Bainbridge, New York 
BSci, 1991, State University of New York: 
College at Cortland 
MA; Spanish 
Masato Inada 
Kyoto, Japan 
BA, 1993, Kansai University of Foreign 
Studies 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
Sonia Elizabeth McLuen Ingles 
Waterloo 
BA, 1992, University of the South 
MA;History 
Thesis: Invisible Walls: Milliken versus 
Bradley and America's Urban Apartheid 
#Mika Itoh 
Tokyo, Japan 
BA, 1994, Wartburg College 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
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Mika Itoh 
Tokyo, Japan 
BA, 1994, Wartburg College 
MA; Political Science 
Thesis: Japan and Southeast Asia: Conflict 
and Cooperation in Environmental Policy 
Making 
#MargaretJ.Jensen 
Charles City 
BSE, 1972, University of Missouri-Columbia 
MAE; Special Education 
Mary Kay Johnson 
Adel 
BSci, 1983, University of Iowa 
MAE; Education of the Gifted 
Trent H. Johnson 
Dallas, Texas 
BSci, 1994, Southern University in New 
Orleans 
MBA; Business Administration 
Stephanie T. Kahlert 
La Crescent, Minnesota 
BSci, 1991, University of Wisconsin-
LaCrosse 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
Kevin George Kapparos 
Dubuque 
BA, 1992, University of Northern Iowa 
MA;History 
Thesis: Major William Williams: The 
Founder and First Citizen of Fort Dodge, 
Iowa · 
Joyce VanRaden Keeling 
Rowan 
BA, 1992, Buena Vista College 
MA; Library Science 
#Alan G. Kehe 
Waterloo 
BA, 1982, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Elementary Principal 
Matthew Lee Kelleher 
Cedar Falls 
BFA, 1995, Kansas City Art Institute 
MA;Art 
Thesis: May Flies and McCall's Paper Dolls 
Karen Sue Ellis Keller 
Urbandale 
BSci, 1982, Northwest Missouri State 
University 
MA; Library Science 
Annette L. Kenney 
Cedar Rapids 
BA, 1984, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Special Education 
#Steven M. Klabunde 
Waterloo 
BSci, 1991, University of Wisconsin-Madison 
MA; Technology 
#Lynee Diane Klaus 
Des Moines 
BA, 1974, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Educational Technology 
Heejeon Ko 
Udomyn, Chejudo, Republic of Korea 
BA, 1993, Cheju National University 
BA, 1995, Hankuk University of Foreign 
Studies 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
#Kenneth Brian Krier 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1993, University of Northern Iowa 
MSci; Environmental Science/Technology 
Thesis: Comparisons of Toxicity Testing and 
Instream Bioassessment for Evaluating 
Municipal Effluents 
Gordon William Krueger 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1993, University of Northern Iowa 
MSci; Environmental Science/Technology 
Thesis: Reduction of Non-Point Source 
Contaminants in Agricultural Runoff and 
Leachate in Native and Non-native Grass 
Plots 
#Karla Kay Steege Krueger 
Denver 
BA, 1992, Luther College 
MA; Library Science 
#Phylis Jean Kurriger 
Belle Plaine 
BA, 1975, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Mathematics 
Troy M. LaCabe 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
BSci, 1994, Southern University in New 
Orleans 
MA; Political Science 
Karen Lynne Lampe 
Waterloo 
BA, 1974, Cornell College 
BA, 1976, Faith Baptist Bible College 
MRE, 1979, Grand Rapids Baptist College 
MA; Library Science 
Lynda Renae Lanus 
Glendale, California 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
John R. Launstein 
Holland 
BA, 1995, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Technology 
Chung-I Abraham Lin 
Taichung City, Taiwan, Republic of China 
BA, 1987, National Taiwan Normal 
University 
MA; Science Education 
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Jennifer S. Lindaman 
Traer 
BA, 1989, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Secondary Principal 
#Kara Lynne Rathmell Lindaman 
Ceqar Falls 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Political Science 
Peggy Sue Liske 
Marion 
BA, 1981, Saint Olaf College 
MAE; Special Education 
#Deborah S. Little 
Tripoli 
BA, 1987, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Reading Education 
+ Todd Alan Little 
Somers 
BA, 1993, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; College/University Student Services 
Sze-Wei Liu 
Taichung City, Taiwan, Republic of China 
BA, 1987, National Taiwan Normal 
University 
MA; Science Education 
Tracy M. Lomen 
Saint Paul, Minnesota 
BA, 1995, Hamline University 
MA; Communication Studies 
Thesis: Mentoring Graduate Teaching 
Assistants 
James David Louk 
Webster City 
BA, 1987, Westmar College 
MA, 1988, University of South Dakota 
MA; Educational Technology 
#Paula Marie Lovell 
Reinbeck 
BA, 1990, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Communication and Theatre Arts 
Thesis: Classroom Communication 
Behaviors and Individual Beliefs: An 
Ethnographic Case Study 
Kelly Lea Luzum 
Fort Atkinson 
BSci, 1990, Central College 
MAE; School Counseling 
#Margaret Vicars Magner 
Independence 
BA, 1971, Clarke College 
MA; Mathematics for Elementary and Middle 
School 
Richard Malloy 
Canton, Illinois 
BA, 1989, University of Saint Thomas 
MAE; Post Secondary Education: Student 
Services 
Thesis: Gang Members Perceptions of 
Higher Education: A Study of Chicago's 
Englewood Academy 
#Laura Dethlefs Maltas 
Waverly 
BA, 1980, University of Iowa 
MA; Mathematics for Elementary and Middle 
School 
#Robert Carl Manson 
Cedar Rapids 
BMus, 1979, University of Iowa 
MM; Music Education 
A Mei-Mei Gloria Mao 
Yung Ho, Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China 
BA, 1993, Christ College 
MAE; Educational Psychology 
#Jeffrey Scott Marcks 
Council Bluffs 
BA, 1990, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Health Education 
#Kathryn Arlene Martens 
Cedar Rapids 
BSci, 1986, Mount Mercy College 
MA; Health Education 
Thesis: Prevalence of Cardiac Arrhythmias 
and Ischemic Electrocardiographic Changes 
in Phase II Cardiovascular Rehabilitation 
Patients at the University of Iowa Hospitals 
and Clinics 
#Tina Marie Martinez-Adix 
Vinton 
BA, 1988, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Early Childhood Education 
Mary E. Mason 
Knoxville 
BA, 1991, William Penn College 
MA; Political Science 
Elizabeth Kathryn Mathews 
Hampton 
BA, 1993, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Special Education 
#Linda Sara McCartney-Carter 
Eldora 
BA, 1977, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Science Education for Elementary Schools 
#Darla Dee McGettigan 
Ames 
BA, 1986, Luther College 
MAE; Computer Applications in Education 
Bernard Allen McKichan 
Sheboygan, Wisconsin 
BSE, 1977, University of Wisconsin-
Whitewater 
MA;German 
#Jennifer Mitchell McNab 
Bettendorf 
BSci, 1991, Iowa State University 
MA; Educational Technology 
Alison Anne Arends McN eal 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1980, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Special Education 
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#Martha Jean Meehan 
Waterloo 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Speech-Language PathologiJ 
Devang Pranlal Mehta 
Mumbai, Bharat 
BSci, 1987, Parle College 
MA; Technology 
Thesis: Lithographers' Opinions About 
Waterless Lithography 
Charles Tachie Mensah 
Kumasi-Ashanti, Ghana 
BEd, 1990, University of Cape Coast 
MA; Physical Education 
Thesis: The Relationship Between Time of 
Possession of the Ball and Success in Goal 
Scoring 
#Tracy Elizabeth Merfeld 
Newton 
BA, 1991, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Library Science 
Ronda R. Meyer 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
#Mary R. Micek 
Cedar Rapids 
BSE, 1972, University of Nebraska 
MA; Mathematics for Elementary and Middle 
School 
#Anthony Raymond Miksa 
Cedar Rapids 
BA, 1992, Mount Mercy College 
MA; Mathematics 
#Brian Gene Miller 
Charles City 
BA, 1989, Wartburg College 
MAE; Elementary Principal 
#Patricia Kuhre Moore 
Ankeny 
BSci, 1969, Northwest Missouri State 
University 
MA; Library Science 
#Kelly Marie Moylan 
Emmett, Kansas 
BSci, 1994, Kansas State University 
MA; Physical Education 
#Ann Michele Muller 
Humboldt 
BA, 1995, Luther College 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: Student 
Affairs 
#Susan J. Myers 
Ankeny 
BA, 1988, Buena Vista College 
MA; Library Science 
#Mary Margaret Schafer Nederhoff 
Wellsburg 
BSci, 1973, Mankato State University 
MA; Mathematics for Elementary and Middle 
School 
#Jill Semprini Nehman 
Lytton 
BA, 1982, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Library Science 
#Mary Kathryn Nelson 
Cedar Rapids 
BSci, 1978, South Dakota State University 
MAE; Early Childhood Education 
Thomas James Neuhaus 
Bettendorf 
BA, 1981, Loras College 
MA, 1985, University of Iowa 
MAE; Secondary Principal 
#Mary Huffer Newman 
Council Bluffs 
BSE, 1989, University of Nebra?ka-Omaha 
MA; Educational Technology 
#Pamela Ann Novy 
Marion 
BSci, 1977, Saint Cloud State University 
MAE; Early Childhood Education 
#Lori M. Nurse 
Council Bluffs 
BA, 1988, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Early Childhood Education 
Samuel Alan Offerman 
Charles City 
BA, 1992, University of Northern Iowa 
MBA; Business Administration 
Samantha Smith O'Hara 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Sociology 
Thesis: Another Look at Social Learning 
Theory and Dating Violence 
Kristie Kay Oleen 
Anoka, Minnesota 
BA, 1992, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; School Counseling 
Toshimi Onoe 
Osaka, Japan 
BA, 1994, Wakayama University 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
Atta Kofi Osei 
Kumasi, Ghana 
BEd, 1990, University of Cape Coast 
MA; Physical Education 
Thesis: The Effects of Ibuprofen on Exercise-
Induced Muscle Soreness 
#Bobby Owens 
Davenport 
BA, 1991, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Communication and Training Technology 
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Kristine Donna Zimmerman Owens 
Evansdale 
BA, 1992, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth/Human Service 
Administration 
Thesis: Occupational Stress and 
Absenteeism Among Promise Jobs 
Specialists 
James Edward Paprocki 
Waterloo 
AB, 1977, University of Illinois-
Urbana/Champaign 
MPP; Public Policy 
#Cynthia L. Parsons • 
Evansdale l 
BA, 1987, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Elementary Education 
Sarjo Sanneh Patrick 
Hays, Kansas 
BA, 1993, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Sociology 
Thesis: The Aftermath of Teenage 
Childbearing: Characteristics for Successful 
Adjustment 
Frederick Douglas Payne 
Grambling, Louisiana 
BA, 1994, Grambling State University 
MA; Geography 
Carol J. Pelz-Schoeppler 
Des Moines 
BA, 1995, Iowa State University 
MA; Communication and Training Technology 
#Theresa Marie Penick 
Conrad 
BA, 1985, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Mathematics for Elementary and Middle 
School 
#Denny Lee Perry 
Spirit Lake 
BA, 1972, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Middle School/Junior High School 
Education 
Janee Diane Petersen 
Hudson 
BA, 1986, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Secondary Principal 
#Debra Ann Peterson 
Glenwood 
BA, 1975, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Library Science 
#Randi Montag Peterson 
Maxwell 
BSci, 1976, Mankato State University 
MA; Science Education 
Thesis: An Examination of the 
Environmental Issues Instruction Program: 
Student Attitude, Knowledge, and 
Subsequent Student Behaviors 
I 
James R. Pfefferle 
Appleton, Wisconsin 
BA, 1970, University of Wisconsin-Madison 
MA; German 
#Eugene Phillips 
Mobile, Alabama 
BSci, 1994, Stillman College 
MSci; Environmental Science/Technology 
Thesis: Modeling of Pyrolysis Product 
Formation Using Fourier Transform Ion 
Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometry 
Sharrie L. Phillips 
Waterloo-
BSci, 1992, Upper Iowa University 
MAE; Elementary Principal 
#Neil A. Phipps 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1978, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Physical Education 
Kristin Nicole Pierce 
Portland, Oregon 
BSci, 1993, Oregon State University 
MA; Leisure Services: Program Management 
#Jacquelyn E. Powell 
Iowa City 
BSci, 1992, Upper Iowa University 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth Agency 
Administration 
Thesis: Characteristics of Batterers 
Convicted of Domestic Abuse in the Batter's 
Education Program 
Diane Marie Primmer 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1992, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Kelly Robinson Putnam 
Mason City 
BSci, 1984. Kansas State University 
MA; Health Education 
#Richard Carl Reed 
Waverly 
BA, 1970, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Mathematics for Elementary and Middle 
School 
Ernest Wade Reineke 
Ringsted 
BA, 1988, Northwestern College 
MM; Music Education 
#Zachary Daniel Richter 
Fairbanks, Alaska 
BSci, 1994, Alma College 
MSci; Environmental Science/Technology 
Thesis: Bioavailability of Phenanthrene in 
Marine Intertidal Sediment 
Leslie Ranee Rinderknecht 
West Des Moines 
BA, 1990, Iowa State University 
MA; Spanish 
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Patti Jo Rust 
Grundy Center 
BA, 1986, University of Northern Iowa 
MBA; Business Administration 
#Tammy Faye Ryan 
Independence 
BA, 1991, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Special Education 
Suzanne Elizabeth Safford 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1988, University of the South 
MA; Women's Studies 
Thesis: Perverse Visibility and Convenient 
Invisibility: Women Professors in Academia 
Nancy Rae Sampson 
Fort Dodge 
BSci, 1971, Morningside College 
MA; Educational Technology 
#Diane Kay Sande 
Charles City 
BSci, 1984, Iowa State University 
MAE; Special Education 
Heidi M. Schafer-Edwards 
Iowa City 
BA, 1995, Wartburg College 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
Mary Ruth Schmidt 
Norwalk 
BA, 1977; BA, 1989; Iowa State University 
MAE; Education of the Gifted 
#Jean Suchsland Schneider 
Charles City 
BA, 1972, Wartburg College 
MAE; Education of the Gifted 
#Linda Katherine Schoenfelder 
Bettendorf 
BA, 1963, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Mathematics for Elementary and Middle 
School 
#Tina Marie Schroeder 
Dubuque 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Educational Psychology 
Agnes L. Scott 
Cedar Falls 
BSci, 1966, Tennessee State University 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: Student 
Affairs 
#Scott Donald Seeger 
Eagle Grove 
BSci, 1988, Iowa State University 
MA; Educational Technology 
#John Edwin Semprini 
Eddyville 
BA, 1986, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Educational Technology 
Wendy Sue Shaull 
Victor 
BA, 1990, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Special Education 
Jun Shiga 
Saitama, Japan 
BA, 1984; BA, 1986; Waseda University 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
Dawa Shonu 
Bylakuppe, India 
BSci, 1986; BEd, 1987; Panjab University 
MA; Science Education 
Matthew Henry Simm 
Paullina 
BA, 1992, University of Northern Iowa 
MA;History 
Thesis: McCarthyism in the Midwest: The 
Iowa Subversive Activities Act of 1951 
#Karla Ann Sipple 
Menomonie, Wisconsin 
BSci, 1994, University of Wisconsin-Eau 
Claire 
MA; Physical Education 
Thesis: Female Aggression in Semi-Contact 
Sports 
#Charles Allan Smith 
Cedar Rapids 
BA, 1991, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Mathematics for Elementary and Middle 
School 
#James Lynn Smith 
Mount Ayr 
BA, 1979, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Mathfmatics for Elementary and Middle 
School 
#Jerry Wayne Smith 
Lake Park 
BA, 1972, Northern State University 
MA; Educational Technology 
Kim K. Smith 
Burlington 
BSE, 1970, Drake University 
MAE; Special Education 
#Mark Royal Smith 
Boone 
BA, 1991, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Biology 
Thesis: Predicting the Effects of Nonpoint 
Source Agricultural Pollutants on Riffle 
Insect Communities 
Thomas Paul Smyth 
DeWitt 
BSE, 1986, Northwest Missouri State 
University 
MAE; Secondary Principal 
#Bonnie A. Sovern 
Marion 
BSci, 1966, Marquette University 
MAE; Special Education 
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#Veronica M. Spaight 
Marion 
BA, 1972, Mount Mercy College 
MA; Mathematics for Elementary and Middle 
School 
Sara Anne Spalding 
Cedar Rapids 
BSci, 1993, Iowa State University 
MA; Psychology 
Thesis: Psychological Factors and Physical 
Illness in College Students 
Richard Edward Stanley, Jr. 
Waterloo 
BSci, 1990, South Dakota School of Mines 
and Technology 
MBA; Business Administration 
Colette J. Staudt-Peterson 
Saint Ansgar 
BBA, 1991, Iowa State University 
MBA; Business Administration 
#Shari R. Steward 
Dubuque 
BSci, 1989, University of South Florida 
MAE; Elementary Principal 
#Jennifer Carol Stimpson 
Dallas, Texas 
BSci, 1994, Dillard University 
MA; Chemistry 
Kori Joshua Stoffregen 
Waverly 
BA, 1989, Wartburg College 
MA; Physical Education 
Thesis: Training Variables of Male and 
Female Collegiate Cross Country Runners 
Sharon L. Stover 
Springfield, Virginia 
BA, 1964, Muskingum College 
MA; Spanish 
John George Straetker 
Waterloo 
BSci, 1991, Iowa State University 
MBA; Business Administration 
Ann Elizabeth Streufert 
Lindsborg, Kansas 
BA, 1989, Luther College 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
#Eldon L. Swenson 
Miller, South Dakota 
BBA, 1970, Boise State University 
MAE; School Counseling 
Laura Belding Thedens 
Stanford, California 
BA, 1990, Wartburg College 
MA;History 
Thesis: A Psycho-Sexual History of Lord 
Byron 
#Gerard Richard Thiel 
Dysart 
BA, 1993, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Technology 
Thesis: Effects of Refrigeration and 
Cryogenic Treatments on Austempered 
Ductile Iron 
#Alexa Thompson 
Kansas City, Missouri 
BA, 1971, Knox College 
MA; German 
Michael Kevin Timmermans 
Vinton 
BA, 1976, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Secondary Principal 
Daniel Steven Tomson 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1992, Central College 
MA; English 
Angelica Maria Tovar 
Waterloo 
BA, 1992, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Psychology 
Thesis: Social and Moral Reasoning of 
Disruptive and Nondisruptive Children 
#Lisa Jo Trefz 
Cedar Rapids 
BA, 1993, University of Iowa 
MAE; Elementary Principal 
Fen-Yi Tsai 
Yuan-Lin, Taiwan, Republic of China 
BBA, 1990, Chung-Yuan Christian 
University 
MA; Science Education 
Akiko Tsuchiya 
Chiba, Japan 
BA, 1994, Dokkyo University 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
Jeanne Marie Turner 
Marion 
BA, 1991, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Educational Psychology - Teaching 
#Deanne Lynn Ulrich 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1990, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Computer Applications in Education 
#Kenneth P. Vande Berg 
Decorah 
BA, 1969, Central College 
MAE; Educational Psychology 
#Dale A. Wambold 
Reinbeck 
BA, 1976, Adams College 
MAE; Middle School/Junior High School 
Education 
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Ai Wang 
Shijiazhuang, Hebei, People's Republic of 
China 
BA, 1990, Hebei University of Education 
MAE; Computer Applications in Education 
Shizuko Watanabe 
Yamaguchi, Japan 
BA, 1993, Soka University 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
#Jeffrey Michael Webb 
Idyllwild, California 
BA, 1993, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Sociology 
Thesis: Expressive Individualism in a 
Midwestern Situated Youth Subculture 
Group 
Leslie Nicole Weiss 
Marshalltown 
BA, 1991, University of Iowa 
MA; Psychology 
Thesis: Social Validation of Independent 
Living Skills for Individuals with Mental 
Retardation 
Jing-Huei Olivia Weng 
Lu-Chou Shiang, Taiwan, Republic of China 
BSci, 1991, Chinese Culture University 
MA; Science Education 
Melissa Renae Werner 
Shannon City 
BA, 1992, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Health Education 
#Jody Lynn Wiegand 
Marshalltown 
BSE, 1989, Northwest Missouri State 
University 
MAE; Special Education 
Junean Goschke Witham 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1966, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth/Human Service 
Administration 
Thesis: The Relationship of Psychological 
Maturity and Leadership Styles of Camp 
Counselors in Camp Adventure 
#Andrew M. Wixcel 
Grand Prairie, Texas 
BSci, 1992, Upper Iowa University 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth Agency 
Administration 
Thesis: Motivating Factors of Volunteers 
Serving Medicare Certified Hospice 
Programs 
#Rebecca Waddell Woldan 
Dysart 
BA, 1973, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Elementary Reading and Language Arts 
#Marvin Wulff 
Floyd 
BSci, 1989, Upper Iowa University 
MBA; Business Administration 
Yan Xiao 
Xian, Shaanxi, People' s Republic of China 
BA, 1995, Shaanxi Teachers University 
MA; Political Science 
Yoshiko Yamada 
Nagoya, Japan 
BA, 1988, Meiji University 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
Lingxin Ruth Yan 
Kumming, Yunnan, People's Republic of 
China 
BA, 1983, Yunnan Normal University 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
Hsin-Lin Yang 
Taichung City, Taiwan, Republic of China 
BSci, National Kaohsiung Normal 
University 
MA; Science Education 
Jeng-Yung Yang 
Kangshan Town, Taiwan, Republic of China 
BSci, 1975, National Kaohsiung Teachers 
College 
MA; Science Education 
. Hui-Li Hayley Yao 
Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China 
BSci, 1973, National Taiwan Normal 
University 
MA; Science Education 
Jenifer N . Young 
Lamont 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Women's Studies 
Thesis: Keep Your Nose Out of Mama's 
Business: An Analysis of Blues Women's 
Rhetorical Activism 
Xiaohui Yu 
Shanghai, People's Republic of China 
LLB, 1991, East China Institute of Politics 
and Law 
MPP; Public Policy 
#Marina Valentinovna Zakharova 
Saint Petersburg, Russia 
MA; Theatre 
Qinghong Zhang 
Shijiazhuang, Hebei, People's Republic of 
China 
BA, 1982, Hebei University 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
#Weizheng Zhang 
Chengdu, Sichuan, People's Republic of 
China 
BE, 1991, Southwestern China Jiaotong 
University 
MA; Computer Science Education 
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Specialist in Education 
#Beth Ann Thompson 
Shenandoah 
BA, 1993; MAE, 1994; University of 
Northern Iowa 
School Psychology 
Thesis: Perceptions of Children, Parents, and 
Teachers Regarding Low Academic Progress 
During Pre-Referral Intervention 
Doctor of Industrial Technology 
#Zifan Ju 
Heilongjiang, People's Republic of China 
BSci, 1985, Northeast Institute of Technology 
MA, 1992, University of Northern Iowa 
Dissertation: An Investigation on the 
Processing and Characterization of High 
Temperature Superconductor to Determine 
the Optimum Ba Concentration and Study 
the Effects of Doping Europium in Tl and Pb 
Sites 
Dissertation Chair: Ahmed El Sawy, PhD 
#Bruce Evans Marsh 
Cedar Falls 
BSci, 1983, University of Southwestern 
Louisiana 
MIT, 1993, Bowling Green State University 
Dissertation: An Investigation of Diameter 
Measurement Repeatability Using a 
Coordinate Measuring Machine and a Multi-
Baseline Repeatability Assessment 
Methodology 
Dissertation Chair: Ahmed El Saway, PhD 
Doctor of Education 
Thomas Michael Hoover 
Independence 
BA, 1968, Coe College 
MAE, 1973, University of Northern Iowa 
Dissertation: A Sociometric Analysis of the 
Informal Networking Patterns of Iowa's 
Public School Superintendents 
Dissertation Chair: David K. Else; PhD 
#Nancy Ann Kramer 
Jesup · 
BSci, College of Saint Francis 
BSN, 1984; MSN, 1989; Upper Iowa 
University 
Dissertation: Expertise in Clinical Nursing 
Educators: An Exploratory Study 
Dissertation Chair: G. Roger Sell, PhD 
Victoria L. Robinson 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1971; MA, 1984; University of Northern 
Iowa 
Dissertation: Passages: A Case Study of an 
Iowa Female Secondary Principal 
Dissertation Co-Chairs: Joane W. McKay, 
PhD and Michael D. Waggoner, PhD 
The Academic Procession 
The President's Party forms the first section of the academic procession. Headed by the 
commencement marshal, it includes the president, members of the State Board of Regents and 
other platform guests, and the vice-presidents, deans and other principal University officials. 
The commencement marshal carries the University Mace, designed and fashioned for the Centennial 
Commencement in 1976 by Randall Swanson, at that time a freshman majoring in Industrial Arts. A 
traditional symbol of authority, the mace is a carved wood rod capped with ends of cast bronze, with 
the top carrying the seal of the University. The sterling silver chain worn by the President was also 
created for the Centennial Commencement. It was designed and constructed by Martin Peterson, 
then a junior majoring in Art, and it memorializes the historical evolution of the University by 
carrying the seals of the Iowa State Normal School, the Iowa State Teachers College, the State College 
of Iowa, and the University of Northern Iowa. 
The procession continues with the faculty led by the chairperson of the Faculty Senate. 
Representatives of the heads of the departments come first followed by representatives of the faculty. 
When the members of the President's Party have arrived at their proper stations, they rise to honor 
the entrance of the candidates for degrees. Led by faculty marshals, the candidates enter with 
candidates for the highest degrees first. The candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts, both the 
Teaching Program and the Liberal Arts Program, enter in five groups, representing each of the five 
undergraduate colleges. 
The banners which are carried with the candidates' procession were first used in 1977. They were designed by Bekka Lindstrom, at that time a sophomore majoring in Art. The banners were 
fashioned by Phillip Elliott. 
Students wearing gold cords are those graduating with highest honors, a distinction which 
requires a grade average of 3.75 (4.00 would be all A's). 
The academic costumes worn trace their origin to the Middle Ages when long-sleeved hooded gowns were necessary for warmth in the unheated stone colleges. Over the centuries, much 
diversity occurred, and to bring some order, in the United States in 1894 an intercollegiate system of 
academic costume was agreed on, now adhered to by American institutions. According to this code, 
both the styling and colors of the regalia have significance. 
The design of the gown indicates the degree: the bachelor's is a simple gown with a full sleeve. The 
master's gown is much like it except for the long sleeve which hangs loose. The doctor's gown is 
fuller and more elaborate. It has velvet edging and three velvet stripes on the full sleeve. The color of 
this velvet may be black or in the color appropriate to the degree. 
Hoods, which are worn over the gowns, are similar to all degrees, although differing slightly in 
length. The candidates for the bachelor's degrees usually do not wear the hood. The hood has a 
velvet edging which indicates the area of the degree, and the inside or lining of the hood is satin in 
the colors of the college or university granting the degree. 
A partial list of the degree colors to be found on the edge of the hood or the trimming on the doctor's 
gown is as follows: 
Apricot - Nursing 
Blue, dark - Philosophy 
Blue, light - Education 
Brown - Fine Arts 
Citron - Social Science 
Copper - Economics 
Drab - Business 
Green - Medicine 
Green Sage - Physical Education 
Lemon - Library Science 
Maize - Agriculture 
Maroon - Home Economics 
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Orange - Engineering 
Pink-Music 
Purple- Law 
Scarlet - Theology 
White - Arts and Letters 
Yellow, Golden - Science 
Banner Design 
1. The education symbol used for the Doctor of Education, the Specialist in Education and the Bachelor of 
Arts in Education degrees, as well as the College of Education, represents the teacher-student 
communication. 
2. The symbol for the Master's and the Master of Philosophy degrees represents further study beyond the first 
four years. 
3. The four circles for the Bachelor of Arts degree denote four years of study. 
4. The Bachelor of Music and Master of Music degrees are represented on a musical staff. 
5. The symbol for the Bachelor of Technology and Doctor of Technology incorporates an industrial and 
mechanical motif. 
6. The area of Business is symbolized by circles in a chain of growth and development. 
7. The design of circles in a test tube represents the Sciences. 
8. The symbol for the Fine Arts evolved from a color wheel and developed into a representation of all the arts 
and their common unity. 
9. A symbol of the human mind represents the field of Social and Behavioral Sciences. 
10. The centering represents the campus and the four circles represent all campus study for the Bachelor of 
Liberal Studies degree. 
11 . The symbol for the Specialist degree represents further study beyond the Master's level. 
12. The symbol for Continuing Education and Special Programs represents campus outreach and educational 
growth. 
1 2 3 
5 6 7 8 
9 10 11 12 
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